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Residents u rged
to assist MSU
students over
the holidays
ay Robin Phelps
MSU Putilic flotations
Thanksgiving break is just
around the corner, with
Christmas break coming faster
than students can say "finals."
While many students travel, go
on vacations and visit with family and friends during the break,
a number of international students remain in Murray.
Last year, the offices of student affairs and the Institute for
International Studies launched
the "Give Them a Break" program for spring break, encouraging Amencan students and
rnembers of the community to
take an international student
home over the break.
All students, faculty, staff and
community members who are
Interested are encouraged to
sign up to either hest an international student for the duration of
the Thanksgiving or Christmas
break or plan outings during a
part of the break.
"It will be a great learning
expenence for the Amencan
students and their families," Dr.
Don Robertson, vice president
for student affairs, said. "It's
another way of welcoming
international students to Murray
and helping them feel at home
awing a time .dast could bis s
very lonely for them."
The deadline for registeiing to
be a host fatnily during
Thanksgiving break is Nov. 18.
To register for Christmas Break,
the registration deadline is Dec.
2.
For more information or to
register, contact Bill McKibben
or Misty Brown, international
student advisors, at (270) 8093089 or at bill.mckibben@muror
: ray state.ed u
'rnisty.brownamurraystate.edu
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sunny.
Thursday...Partly
Highs in the upper 50s
Southwest winds 5 to 10 mph
night...Mostly
Thursday
clear. Lows in the upper 30s.
Southwest winds 5 mph
Friday. _Partly sunny Hicohs
in the upper 50s South winds 5
mph in the morning shifting to
the west in the afternoon.
Friday night Mostly cloudy.
Lows in the lower 40s.
sunny.
Saturday...Partly
Highs in the upper 50s.
night Partly
Saturday
cloudy Lows in the lower 40s.
Sunday Partly sunny. Highs
in the upper 50s
Sunday night Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 408.
Monday. .Partly sunny. Highs
in Me upper 50s.
night. Mostly
Monday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers Lows in the mid
40s
Tuesday. Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of showers Highs in the !ower 50s
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Ag businesses on display at Expo
By HAWKINS TEAOUE
Staff Wnter
arming businesses from
around the region showed
wares
their
off
Wednesday in the William
"Bill" Cherry
Exposition
Center during Murray State
MidUniversity's
first
American Precision Agnculture
Conference.
Ryan Anderson, one of the

F

conference's co-chairs, said
precision agriculture technology is the fastest growing sector
of the industry. Anderson said
there were 14 vendors at the
trade show overall and 20
workshops in which attendees
could participate. The presentations were made duoughout ttie
eight-hour event in three sections of the arena, as well as
inside the expo center's class-

room. Each of ttte lectures was
about 30 minutes with a 15minute question-and-answer
session, he said.
Tractors equipped with global
positioning system equipment
many
were
the
among
machines on display dunng the
event. Anderson said the military developed GPS in 197g
and that the government
allowed its use for agriculture

around 1995. Since that time, it
has drastically changed how the
agriculture industry does business, he said.
Using a John Deere tractor as
an example, Anderson said the
GPS-guided dish on top can
guide where the tractor is going
and auto-steer it in a near-perfect straight tine_ BeCaUSt it iti
so accurate, the path doesn'i
overlap and the technology'

causes a farmer's output to bei
more profitable than ever.
before by reducing wasted fuel;
fertilizer, seed and other.
resources, Anderson said. Her
said the tractor's precision tech!
nology can also apply differs-%
down pressure, which varieg
depending on the type of sod
being used

•See Page 2A

Whitfield
announces
re-election
candidacy

gram. By purchasing the new
toys wholesale, Lovett said
they are able to get three dollars worth of toy for every single dollar spent.
When a parent comes to
"shop" for their child, they are
taken around a line room that

By TOM BERRY
Staff writer
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield has
filed papers for a ninth term in
the House of Representatives
First
Kentucky's
serving
Distnct.
Whitfield, RHopkinsville,
filed Monday
with Secretary
of State Trey
Grayson's
office. He said
Wednesday
that with the
national debt at
a record high Whitilarld
and legislation
pending before Congress baying the potential to impact every
single Americim the nation is at
a crossroads.
"The healthcare and climate
change bills currently being
considered are among the molt
far-reaching and controversial
pieces of legislation ever con.sidered by the United Suttee
Congress," he said."Dunng dna
critical time, it is essentiii
Kentuckians have a strong
voice to represent their best
interests in Congress. With continued support from Democrats,
Republicans and Independents
alike, 1 hope to continue to
serve residents of the First
Congressional District in the
House of Representatives."

III See Page 2A

II See Page 2A

TOtst BERRYILedger & limes
AFTERNOON FIRE: Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad personnel fight to keep a blaze that destroyed a tobacco bam
on Erwin Road from spreading to surrounding buildings Wednesday afternoon. Six trucks and 16 firefighters were or the
scene. See story on page 2.

'Helping His Kids' provides toys at Christmas
By KYSElt LOUGH
Staff Writer
A program that helps provide
chiidren with new toys for
Chnstmas is looking for families in need.
Helping His Kids is a nonprofit organization that sets up
an annual event where families
can come get toys for their

children. It is set up to help
give a small boost to families
in need dunng the Chnstmas
season, whether the tough
times they are going through is
temporary or something more
lasting.
"'There arc so many things
that can happen tto a family).
This is a little help, a little push

to get over the tough spot,"
said Sarah Lovett, coordinator
of the program. "it's hard to be
in that position, even if you've
never been there before We
know these things happen."
The toys parents choose from
are brand-new and bought
wholesale from monetary
donations given to the pro-

Offering Their Views

Williams, Beshear debate
gambling, tax reform issues
LOU 1S v ILLE, Ky.(AP)-Kentucky's Democratic governor and Republican Senate
president have offered their
views for helping make up the
$1 billion projected budget
deficit during the next two
years.
Sen. David Williams of
Burkesville says tax reform
and a more streamlined government should be the focus of
Kentucky leaders, not gambling Williams and Gov. Steve
Beshear spoke to Itical offiKentucky
the
at
cials
Association of Counties conin
Wednesday
ference

Louisville.
The Lexington HeraldLeader
reports
Williams
expects lawmakers and the
governor likely will have to
reduce government agencies
through attrition and some job
l'eshear said tax refortn is
culfil
harder
during
recession,
because the working class
could suffer an additional burden. Beshear says his plan for
slot machines could generate
several hundred million dollais in revenue for the state and
help the horse industry
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HAWKINS TEAGUEtedser & Times
ROTARY AUCTION: Shasta O'Neal (center), broadcast media specialist for Murray State
University, attaches a microphone Wednesday to journalism student Sarah Clark as she
prepares to interview WKMS station manager Kate Lochte. The interview was part of the
third night of the Murray Rotary Club's annual telethon, The event continues tonight from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. on the community channels of Murray Electric System and New Wave
Communications.
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Whiffield, others file ...
From Front

like to help." Henley. D-Murray,
said "Because of the economic
First elected
in
1994.
Whitfield hits sun ived seseral downturn it will be longer in
challengers. As of this morning. getting these projects as well as
he is running unopposed in next the lake bridges funded. So it is
year's May Primary and too soon to retire."
November General Election
Republicans and Democrats
In local races, County Coroner intendin
g to run for office must
Rick Hams is seeking his first
file by 4 p.m. on Jan 26, 2010
elected term. Harris was
appointed to the position last Candidates for open Murray
year by county Judge-Executive Independent and Calloway
Larry. Elkins following the res- County school txutrds seats will
ignation of former Coroner have until August. To
run in a
Mike Garland. Harris is supervi- pnmary
for a particuiaz political
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Langer & Times
SOr
of
MU/Td),
Police
party. candidates must register
Nine-year-old Ian Hughes-Penney stands atop a Case brand
Department's 9 11 Dispatch
as a member of the party by
tractor equipped with GPS equipment on Wednesday
Center.
at
Murray State University's first Mid -America Precisi
A round-up of other candi- Dec. 31, 2009. The same
on
Agnculture Conference in the William "Bill" Cherry Exposit
dates that have filed to run for requirement applies to voters
ion
city. county and state offices wanting to cast ballots
Center
in the
include Murray mayoral candi- May
pnmary.
dates F.T. "Butch" Seargent and
An at-large race for Murray.
Greg Anderson, both current
Murray City Council members. City Council will not be part ot
Judge Executive Larry Elkins is the May Primary,. unless more
also seelcing re-election and than 24 candidates file. So far.
Calloway County Shenff Bill no one has filed and two current
Marcum is seeking his second member
s have filed to run for
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A Prosecutors cite d
term. However Marcum is facFederal
mayor.
Kentucky man working for a Bureau of Investig
ing a challenge in the May
ation affiIndependent or other political
private company that transports davit alleging
Democratic Primary from
Long, who was
prisoners has been indicted on a wearing a gun.
Howard Duncan, a county busi- group candidates. excluding
forced the
charge
of
traveling in interstate inmate to have sex.
nessman and Army National those running for federal
commerce to engage in sex with
Guard veteran.
The U.S. attorney's office
offices, must file a statement of
an inmate.
says in a statement that the same
Magistrates Eddie Clyde Hale, intent to run by Apnl
I and must
Prosecutors say that in thing happened again
Connie
Morgan,
after Long
Bobby file as candidates by August 10.
January., 50-year-old Albert and the inmates
Stubblefield
went on to
and
Johnny
The list of positions represent- Preston Long of Floren:e Paducah
Gingles have filed to run for
.
allegedly carried one female
Prosecutors say Long is also
another term serving voters in ing Murray-Calloway County
prisoner and three male prison- charged with depriva
Districts 1-4 , respectively. All on the ballot in 2010 include
tion of
four candidates remain unchal- one U.S. senate seat, the First ers from Murfreesboro, Tenn., nghts under color of law, being
to
Hopkins
ville,
where he a felon in possession of a
lenged as of this morning. District House seat, the
state lodged the three
males in the firearm, using the firearm in the
Calloway. County Clerk Ray Fifth
District House seat, dis- Chnstian County
jail but course of a crime and forfeiture.
Coursey Jr. has also filed for
trict judge, property valuation checked into a motel with the
Arraignment is scheduled for
another four years in the clerk's
woman. Dec. 22 in Paducah.
position. If successful, he will administrator, county judge- 22-year-old
executive. county clerk, county
serve a fourth tem.
State Rep. Melvin Henley attorney, sheriff, Murray City
says he intends to file for anoth- Council,jailer, fiscal court mager tenn represanting Calloway istrates, county
coroner, county
and Tngg County residents in
surveyor, and several Calloway
Staff Ftepact
Fire and Rescue Chief Earl
Frankfort because there's still
The Calloway County Fire- Hicks said the roof of the
County
and
Murray.
barn
imponant work to be done.
Rescue Squad responded to a had burned through by, the
time
"I have unfinished business in Independent school board seats.
tobacco barn fire on Erwin someone saw it and called
it in.
getting many Murray State proj- Hazel City Council seats, Hazel
Road in the southwestern part of
Ha said the barn was a total
ects funded and there are new mayor and soil and water conthe county shortly before 3 p.m. loss and an estimated two
acres
kral water projects that 1 would servation supervisors.
Wednesday
of tobacco were destroyed, but
that three nearby structures
were not damages. Six trucks
and 16 firefighters were on the
scene. he said.

Transport employee accused of
engaging in sex with inmate

Bam fire reported Wednesday afternoon

You are invited to the

27th Annual Singing
at

the

Green Plain Church of Christ
3980 Murray Paris Road • Hazel, KY 42049

e.•

Friday, Nov. 20,2009
Frew 7100 p.n. wadi ???
There will be a refreshnsent break at 9:00 p.m,
The church building is located southeast of Murray - One mile off
Hwy. 641 - Near the corner of the Green Plain and Murray Paris Roads.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
in a special called board
meeting Monday, November
23 at 6 p.m. at the Board of
Education buiiding. After
going into executive session
for student disciplinary hearing, they will hear a student
personnel report and have a
workshop for district SACS
accreditation.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

For Best Resutts
Place Your Ad
With Us
Call 753-1916

Ag businesses ...
From Front

new food safety legislation is
being inuoduced at the state and
All the vendors at the confernational level, so it is important
ence were from westem
Kentucky and southern Illinois, that food can be traced back to •
but two. TapLogic and Ag where it was grown.
Conference co-chair Brian
Connections, are located here in
Calloway County. Both produce Hoover said the MSU School ot
software to make the farmer's Agriculture was hoping to make
the event annual and to make it
job easier
John Potts of Ag Connections bigger each year. He said that
said the company worked with because precision agriculture
growers in 32 different states to technology changes so fast and
help manage their farrns with so many new products are concrop record-keeping softwiu-e
stantly being developed and
Joe Ben Bogle said it can help to released, it is likely that each
track the history of a crop, year's conference would look
which is cntical if there is a completely different from the
report of contamination. He said last.

•'Helping His Kids' ...
From Front
has the toys divided into three
categones according to value.
An assistant helps the parent
select one toy from each of the
three sections for each child.
The new toys are unwrapped
and non-returnable.
TO ensure there are always
enough new toys to give to each
child, Lovett has the parents fill
out a card before coming to the
event. The parent lists each
child and their age, and tums
one half in to Lovett while keeping the other half as an "admission ticket."
"We use the ages on the card
to make sure we have enough
age-appropnate toys for everyone," Lovett said.
Now in the fourth year of
operation locally, Helping His
Kids has served over 4,000 children with over 12,000 toys
through the support of 150 volunteers a year and over 85 supporting organizations.
"We always need monetary
donors to meet our goals and
people to help us identify children in need," Lovett said "We
can also use volunteers."
All funds donated to the program go straight to the purchase
of new toys, Lovett said there
are no administrative costs or
other ways the money is used.
taverything from time to pnnt-

ing costs of the brochures and
cards is done through other
means. An eight-member board
of directors volunteer their time
and resources to making sure
the event continues. Alice
Rouse, publisher of the Murray
Ledger & Times. ha.s served on
the board since its inception
"The reason I got involved
was I thought there was a need
in the community. There are lots
of resources already existing
that the community offers but I
felt like this was one that would
help too. I have been blessesd
through life and this is one way
to give back," Rouse said.
On the day of the giveaway,
Lovett said parents will line up
early outside of the giveaway
building,
Hardin
Baptist
Church. Despite the crowd, she
said the event is very efficient
and they are able to get everyone through in around three
hours.
"It's busy and fun. theie's a lot .
of laughter and plenty of tears.
The awe on the parents' faces is
amazing when they realize it's a
room of brand-new toys that
they get to pick from. The
biggest thing to me is Icnowing I
am helping kids that would not
necessarily have toys to play
with on Christmas moming,"
Lovett said.
For more information, visit
wwwheloinghiskids.org.

OfRcial pleads guilty to mail fraud

LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP) — A former eastern Kentucky official
has pleaded guilty to mail fraud in an attempt to hide a vote-buy
ing scheme.
On Wednesday, forrner Perry County judge-executive Sherma
n
Neace admitted he mailed false campaign-spending repons
to a
state agency.
'The Lexington Herald-L,e,ader reports that Neace faces a maximu
m sentence of 20 years and is scheduled to be sentenced March 18.
Neace and former Perry, County Circuit Clerk Chester Jones
of
Hazard were accused of diverting $7.500 that the state Democra
tic
Party had given local Democrats to improve voter turnout
last
November and using it to buy votes for themselves.

Universities start new smoking bans

LOUIS‘'ILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's two largest universi
ties
are implementing new rules this week that drastically
reduce cigarette smoking to create healthier campuses.
The University of Kentucky is banning all tobacco product
s anywhere on campus and the University of Louisville is restricti
ng
smokers to designated areas starting Thursday.
The Courier-Journal reported that both universities are
providing
students arid faculty with support, such as free nicotine
patches or
gum and smoking cessation classes.
The University of Kentucky has been planning the
ban for 11
months and the University of Louisville has plans
for a complete
h3n to start by next November.

Catch the MN Tigers as they take on
the I Cambencofis in their
ound playop game!
•ad,•Po
4"--

Ex-lawmaker faces
Thursday arraignment
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API —
Former Kentucky lawmaker
Steve Nunn is scheduled to be
arraigned in a Lexington courtroom Thursday on a murder
charge stemming from the
shooting death of his exfiancee.
Nunn's recent indictment on
the murder charge came nearly
two months after his arrest in
the death of Amanda Ross. The
29-year-old Ross was shot and
killed Sept. 11 outside her
exington hoine.
Nunn pleaded not guilty earlier this week in Hart County to
t)( counts of wanton endangerment. He is accused of brandishing a firearm when police
approached him at a cemetery
hours after Ross was gunned
down.
Nunn spent some 15 years in
.he state legislature and made
an unsuccessful run for governor. He carries one of
Kentucky's most famous names
as the son of former Gov. Louie
Nunn.
i!lead the Want Ads Daily 1
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WASHINGTON (AP) More
than I million people will
Herbert Brandon. ati. Murray, died Wednes
day, Nov. 18, 2009, at run out of unemployment behe10:54 a.m. in the emergency' room of
Murray-Calloway County fits in January unless Congress
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements. quickly extends federal emergency aid, a nonprofit group
Mrs. Robbie Cothran
said Wednesday.
Mrs. Robbie C othran, 72, Cadiz. died Tuesday. Nov.
17, 2009. at
States typically provide 26
4:10 p.m. at the Jennie Stuart Medical Center.
Hopkinsville.
weeks of unemployment insurShe was retired nurse and of Baptist faith. Precedi
ng her in ance for those who lose their
death were her husband, Bobby Cothran on Aug.
17, 1999, one jobs through no fault of their
brother, George Eciwimi Atwood, and one sister. Margare
t Elizabeth own, with weekly checks averAtwood. Born Dec. 5, 1936. in Golden Pond, she was the
daughter aging about $300. Congress on
of the late George Conroy Atwood and Mamye Lee Shaw
Nov. 6 extended coverage for
Atwood.
Survivors include one son. Tim Cothran. and one sister. Mae
Lou the fourth time since the recesLancaster, both of Cadiz; two sisters-in-law. Ruenell Allen,
Cadiz. sion began, granting 14 to 20
and Beulah Cothran. Hammond, Ind.
more weeks to try to keep about
The funeral will be Friday at 11 din. in the chapel of Goodwin 1.3 million
people who have
Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Bunal been jobless
for well over a year
will follow in the Hurricane Cemetery in Trigg County.
from running out of benefits
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today before the
end of 2009.
(Thursday.).
That boosted the total num-

Herbert Brandon

Floyd Edward (Cy) Peregrine

ber of weeks d person could collect unemployment to as much
as 99 in the hardest-hit states.
But that legislation didn't
address an underlying problem:
The emergency unemployment
compensation program, including all 73 additional weeks,
expires at the end of this year
If the prograrn isn't renewed,
after Jan. 1 recipients who have
used up their 26 weeks of state
benefits won't get any extra coverage.
'The
National
Employment Law Project estimated Wednesday that 450,000
people will fall into that category in January.
An additional 600.000 will
run out of extended coverage
that month. the NELP estimates.
Since the extra federal benefits

Task force doctor stands
by mammogram advice

Sers ices and burial tor Floyd Edward(Cy)Peregnne will be held
at a later date in Rensselaer, Ind. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home was in charge of local arrangements. Online
condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mr. Peregrine, 63, Murray, died Tuesday, Nov. 17,
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
2009, at 9:45 a.m. at Brinhaven of Benton at Benton. member of the indepen
dent
A veteran of the United States Air Force. he was a heavy equip- panel whose new
mammogram
ment operator and a member of the American Legion. Born May
28, reconunendations have led to
1946, in Rensselaer, Ind., he was the son of the late Edward
and confusion defended the task
Marlesse Griggs Peregnne.
force's report, saying 'Thursday
Survivors include three daughters, Marie Herrera and husband
. that it was based on the most upJesse, Bloomington, Ind., Tammy Baylor and husband, Herb,
Costa to-date, accurate information
Mesa, Calif., and Susan Cain, Sterling, III.; one son, Michael available.
Peregnne and wife, Jeannine, Suffolk, Virginia, three sisters, Brenda
Dr. Timothy Wilt, a member
Guuerrez. Illinois, Renee Howard and husband, Bobby, Murray,
and of the U.S. Preventive Services
Connie Molden and husband. Melvin. Indiana; seven grandch
ildren. Task Force, stuck by its recommendation that most women
MN. Virginia Hattielee Reaves
don't need mammograms in
SAGINAW, Mich. -- The iuneral fur Mrs. Virginia HattieL
ee their 40s and should get one
Reaves was Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of every two years starting at 50.
Price Funeral Home, Troy, Mich. Burial was in the The American Cancer Society's
White Chapel Memorial Cemetery.
long-standing position has been
Expressions of sympathy may be made to that women should get annual
Schultz-Lewis Children's Home, P.O. Box 471, cancer-screening mammograms
Valparaiso, IN 46384-0471 or Southern Care starting at age 40.
Hospice, 6272 State St.. Saginaw, MI 48603.
The panel's recommendaOnline condolences may be made at www.price- tions "were based on the most
funeralhome.net.
rigorous peer review of up-toMrs. Reaves, 91, Saginaw, fomierly of Troy. date. accurate information about
Mich.. died Sunday, Nov. 15. 2009. Her husband. the evidence about the harms
Reaves
Bonell Jones Reaves. preceded her in death.
mid benefits of treatment.- Wilt
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. LeeEtta Cadone,
Saginaw; said on ABC's "Good Morning
three grandchildren, Christopher Cadotte and wife, Adrienn
e, Leslie America."
Cadotte and Ryan Cadotte; one brother. Paul Lassiter,
On Wednesday, Health and
Murray, Ky.
Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius tried to ease
the furor that has erupted since
the panel issued its recommendations Monday. She said the
task force does "not set federal
policy and they don't determine
what services are covered by the
WASHINGTON (AP)encl. Republicans vowed a pro- federal
government." She
Setting up a histonc year-end tracted struggle to block
the leg- advised women to "keep doing
health care debate, Senate islation and deny the
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Senate reveals historic
health care reform bill
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years - talk to your doctor
about your individual history.,
ask questions, and make the
decision that is right for you."
Wilt did not take issue with
Sebelius' statement. "Our recommendations support an individualized
decision-making
process," he said, and each
woman still needs to talk with
her doctor to make the most
informed decision.
The recommendations from
the task force have left women
confused about whose advice to
follow. And opponents of changing health care policy have criticized the new recommendations
as an example of what could be
expected from governmentmanaged care.
Wilt denied accusations that
the recommendations viere
made to help the government
spend less on mammograms.
"Costs are not considered at
all." he said. The panel of doctors and scientists concluded
that such early and frequent
screenings often lead to false
alamts and unneeded biopsies,
without substantially improving
odds of survival for women
under 50.
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Planting trees can help
slow global warming
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
nation's top Forest Service official says national forests can
store more cartmn to slow global warming. but he warns that
such a goal must be balanced
against the risk of catastrophic
wildfires.
Forest Service Chief Tom
Tidwell told a Senate panel on
Wednesday that his agency is
trying to manage forests to eombat climate change while still

easing the risk of wildfires.
The Forest Service is trying
to thin out young trees and
underbrush to control wildfires
that are increasing in frequency
and intensity in part because of
global warming.
The Forest Service and
Interior Departnient spent about
$2.4 billion last year fighting
fires. double the average amount
spent a decade ago.
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"Managing Your Hearing Health"
Live digital irnage of human hearing!
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Understanding Speech?

Free electronic hearing
screening will be given for two
days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The tests have been arranged for anyone who suspects they are losing their
hearing. Such persons generally say
they can hear but cannot understand
words. Testing with the latest
computerized electronic will indicate
whether you can be helped. Everyone,
especially those over 65, should have
an electronic heating test at least once
a year. If there is a hearing problem,
a free electronic hearing test may
reveal that newly developed methods
of correction will help. even for those
who have been told in the past that
a hearing aid would not help them.
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Veterans honored on Veterans Day
The SkillsUSA and HOSA
Clubs at Murray/Calloway Area
Technology' Center paid tnbute
to their own on Veterans Day'.
Club members and officers
presented Vietnam veteran Bill
McClure, ATC Administrative
Secretary. with a card of gratitude for his service. Presenting
the card were Abigail Bourland;
Chene Dickson. HOSA secretary, Autumn Holder. HOSA
president,
Shaun
Spann,
SkillsUSA
vice
president;
Jonathan
Higgins,
Skills
reporter; and James Weathers,
Skills president.
McClure served in the United
States Air Force from May 8
1%7 to Aug 1. 1990 and was an
electronic technician maintaining systems on the B-52, EB-66.
F-4, and F-16 aircraft. He
served overseas tours in
Thailand, Spain, and Germany'.
He served stateside with the
Strategic Air Command in
Georgia, Maine, North Dakota,
and Michigan with the Tactical
Air Command
in
South
Carolina. He retired as a Senior
Master Sergeian.
Dunng his career he was
awarded the Mentorious Service
Medal with two oak leaf clusters.
the
Air
Force

MO.
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The 5th Annual Community Tluinksgiving
Dinner, sponsored by Murray-Calloway
Count) Ministerial Association, will be
Thanksgiving day, Nov. 26, at the !Vlurray ('alloway ('ounty Senior Citizens Center at
607 Poplar St., Murray. A dinner will be
served from 11:30 a.m. to I p.m. A brief nondenominational worship service will be at 11

( (I

Jo's
Datebook
By JO Burkeen
Community
Editor

Jewelry sale Saturday
Photo provided
Vietnam Veteran Bill McClure, center, was
honored by SKillsUSA and HOSA Clubs on
Veterans Day. Pictured, from left, are Abigail Bourta
nd, Cherie Dickson, Autumn Holder, Shaun
Spann, Jonathan Higgins, and James Weathers.
Commendation Medal with one Medal, and the
Vietnamese to the former Cynthia Gaye
oak leaf cluster, the Air Force Service Medal.
Holland of Wingo. They have
Achievement
Medal,
the
Mr. McClure is a native of two children and two grandchilNational
Defense
Service Hiciunan County and
is married dren.

honors their AMVETS by
preparing a special dinner to celebrate the occasion and show
their appreciation.
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Friends of LBL has arranged
for Santa to be present at the
Planetarium on Saturdays and
Sundays through Dec. 20.
Bring your camera for some
great photo opportunities with
Santa.
Admission to the Golden Pond
Planetarium is $4 ages 13 and
up; $2 ages 5-12; 4 and under,
free. Organized groups may
schedule either show. at other
times and receive group rates.
Call 270-924-2020 for more
information. Show tilinCS MC as
follows:

A Story of Christmas:
Thursday and Friday, I p.m.:
Saturday and Sunday,I I a.m. and
2 p.m.
Tis the Season: Thursday and
Friday. 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday, 10 a.m., 1
p.m. and 3 p.m.
The
Homeplace,
Station. North and
Welcome Stations. and
Pond Planetarium and
Center
will
be
Thanksgiving Day

Nature
South
Golden
Visitor
closed

& &ins

President Kristie Frye opened
the meeting with 31 members
present, and welcomed Pat Lyle
and Pricilla Schaffer as guests.
Frye announced that she had
appointed Shirley. Collins to fill
the vacant Scholarship office.
Additionally she said that the
board would jointly. handle the
Humboldt Veterans Christmas
party, normally planned by the
Hospital chairperson. Scheduled
for Dec 5, Jan Doall and Wincie
Wright will coordinate and shop
for the needed supplies and
gifts, will need cookies and cupcakes donated.
Jennifer Matlick -Child welfare. circulated a sign up form
for donations of refreshments
and volunteer activities for the
Dec 12th Children's party.
Santa is scheduled as usual.
Other special guests have be,en
invited, arid are checking their
schedules. Raggedy Ann and
Andy are planning a visit,
Donald Duck may be here too.
Lynn
Lame-Americanism.

updated us on the Veterans Day
activities, and followed through
with the Living Flag and
Auxiliary banner in the parade.
President Frye and Cmdr Leach
were both participants along
with Dept of TN Commander
Ken Byford.
Lynn and Jan Doall are both
members of the Veterans
Council and helped plan and
execute the Veterans Day. activities. which included the program at KPAC. Larue is also
gathenng items for Christmas
boxes for Soldiers, cards. goodies, and personal items will be
included. along with DVD's,
games, and books.
Dec, 2 will be the board meeting, followed by a fellowship
party for any Auxiliary members
who would like to come. Each
one is asked to bring a finger
food. and a gift to exchange if
you wish to participate in the
Dirty Santa game . The next regular meeting will be Dec 6.

Murray Woman's Club will have its Silver Jewelry Sale
on
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the club house, 704
Vine St.,
Murray. Funds will be used to help pay off the new roof for
the club
house. The public is urged to attend_

Dexter-Hardin plans bazaar-luncheon

Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church Women will have
a holiday bazaar on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Family
Life
Center of the church. A barbecue lunch will be served from
11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. with proceeds going to the Youth Group.

New Beginnings Group will meet

New Beginnings Support Group will meet Saturday at
6:30 p.m.
at Westside Baptist Church. A potluck meal will be served
with
piano music by Joseph Winchester. Praise music vtill be
led by Paul
Lile. Brandon 011e will speak about a "Biblical and
Healthy
Lifestyle" especially in eating habits and food selection. The
public
is invited. For more information or a ride call Linda or Ron
Wright
at 753-0156.

Learn to Sew Classes Saturday

The regular meeting of the Leam to Sew Classes, sponsor
ed by
Calloway County Family & Consumer Sciences Extensi
on, will be
Saturday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at the American Legion
building, 310
Bee Creek Dr., Murray. Participants will make a zippere
d travel bag.
They will get to choose and coordinate their supplies using
the concepts they' learned from the recent fabric store tour.
Sewing
machines and sergers both will be used. For more infotrha
ticn tall
the Calloway County Extension (Alice at.753-1452.

Alpha meeting Saturday
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house with Judge Rob
Mattingly as
speaker and Cindy Graves. Sue Smith, Kathy West and
Lisa Kim as
hostesses.

Murray Bank plans promotion

'The Murray Bank has a promotion for the Relay for Live.
They
have cookbooks for $10(note corrected pnce) and new crop
halves
or pieces of pecans at $8 a bag or 2 for $15 at both branche
s of the
bank.

Glory Bound will meet Friday

Glory Bound Chnstian Entertainment will meet Friday 7
at p.m. at
Goshen United Methodist Church. located on Ky. 121
North ae
Stella. Featured will be soloists. Linda Smith and Sue
McNeil, and
the group. Make A Way. Items for Need Line will be receive
d. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee
Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

NARFE will meet Friday

The local chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal
Employees will meet Friday at I I a.m. at August Moon
Restaurant.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for a crib for a family.
Anyone
having one to donate. call the Little Ulcers Family Resourc
e Center
at 762-7410.

American Legion Post will meet

American Legion Post sn3 will meet tonight (Thursday)
at 7 p.m.
at the Legion Veterans' hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., and is
meeting one
week earlier because of the Thanksgiving holiday
. 'The primary
focus will be planning for the Christmas Parade and
care packages
for veterans and active duty personnel. All veterans are
welcome to
attend and for information call Post Commander Amos
McCarty at
293-1320 or 761-5709.
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Auxiliary honors AMVETS at special dinner
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I)inners V/ ill be delivered to those unable to
come to the center and transportation is
available for thase who need a ride. For a
delivered meal or a ride, call the center at
753-0929 by Wednesday. Nov. 25. To volunteer or make a donation call Rev. Rose RogalAllbritten at 293.9490.
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Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevent
ion will
hold a training on Friday at 1 p.m. at the Calloway County
Board of
Education with a Dr. Embry presentation on "Preven
tion for
Everyone for all Our Futures." Anyone interested in helping
to prevent substance abuse in the community is welcome and
encouraged
to attend.

GOLDEN POND, KY -- skies as they looked
in the Holy
Looking for a fun. family holi- Lands at the time of
Cttrist. 'Tis
day outing'? Come explore the the Season looks
at the seasonal,
customs and celebrations of the religious, and
cultural rituals
holiday season with the Golden from around the
world. and how
Pond Planetarium shows at the stars and planets
have played
Land Between The Lakes an important roie in
these cele(LBL).
brations throughout history.
The pianetanum offers two
"The skies otTer celestial
holiday programs Thursday- beauty and importa
nt lessons to
Sundary Dec. 3-20. A Story of be learned this time
of the year,"
Chrisunas explores the customs stated Jim Taylor,
director of
of Christmas, the ongins of the operations for
the
LBL
Christmas tree, and the tradition Association. "It is
a wonderful
of Santa Claus. the Vv'ise Men, experience for both familie
s tuld
and Hanukkah. You'll see the groups."

11/E

Community Thanksgiving Dinner
scheduled at Seniors' Center

rech St.hool of Excellence
\liar

LBL's Golden Pond Planetarium offers holiday shows

BUCHANAN, Tenn
—
AMVETS Appreciation Day is
always held the first Sunday in
• November and Auxiliary 45
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*Designer Wreaths
*Slim Line Trees
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,nuuln Certified Nursen Prufessumal,
Open Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
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753-1725
1-800-472-8852 /
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305-€ S.12' St. • Murray • 753-5678

The Gentry' House Homeless
Shelter, House Domestic Crisis
Center, and Merryman House,
all of Murray, are partnenng up
arid asking for help with items
needed to assist clients that
have heen misplaced from their
permanent homes. Many of
these individuals have children.
Current items need are
kitchen trast bags, toilet paper,
paper towels, sharnpoo and conditioner. dish soap. laundry
detergent, bleach. cleaning supplies, towels, washcloths,
kitchen linens, pot holders,
alarm clocks and old cell
phones.
Items rnay be taken to their
office at 629 Broad St., Ext.,
between the hours of 8 a.m. and
noon.
Monday
through
Thursday. Both offices are
United Way agencies and located in the same building. For
more infomiation call 761-6802
or 759-2373.
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Red Cross Blood Drive will
be Friday at local church
lay Larry

Doyie

of us will need blood in our lifetime.
St. Jotui's Episcopal Church,
Please set aside an hour on
1620 West Main St., Murray,
Fnciay to donate. One donation
.awill host a Red Cross Blood will often help three people in
need of blood products. Donate
iDrive on Fnday between the
once and help three people to
„hours of 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.
The demand for blood prod- get back on the road to health.
What a deal.
„ucts is increasing and only volThe need is constant. The
„unteers can supply the demand.
gratification is instant. Give
.;Only 5 percent of our population
Blood!!! If you want to make an
are eligible to donate and supply
appointment call 753-1421.
•••the blood and over 80 percent
Roll up your sleeves and
Blood Dnve Co-ordinator

Nosember 19. 2009 • 5A

come by the parish hall to
donate. Your reward for 'giving
a pint' will be a coupon to 'get a
pint' of Culver's Fartious Frozen
Custard.
You must be in good health
to donate. High blood pressure
and diabetes, if under control.
does not eliminate one from
donating. A health questionnaire
will be filled out and a Red
Cross Donor card or other identification will be requested.
Refreshments will be served.

i a ride. For a
II the center at
25. To roluntes. Rase Bogal-
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Murray Training School Class of 1954 held its 55-year class reunion
at the
home of Melvin and Rita Henley. Pictured frorn left. are. first
row, Charles Dodd. Martha
Thurman Gardner. Fred Gardner, Norrna Warren Harmon. Sue Thomps
on Brandon, second
row. Melvin Henley, Ella Irvin Moody. June Barnett Magness. Joan
Spann Coy, Ann Farmer
Cain, back row, Larry Parks, Gary Wicker, Don Myers, Rex Galloway
and Pete Waldrop.
CLASS REUNION:
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Delegates from P.E.O. Chapter M of Murray attending
the state convention in Lexington were,
from left. Patsy Chaney, Linda LaRochelie, Sheila Henry,
Linda Scott and Rosa Crass.

P.E.O. delegates attend convention
Delegate of P.E.O., Chapter M of Murray attended the annual
state convention during the recent session in Lexington.
They were Patsy Chaney and Linda LaRochelle, delegates,
Sheila Henry. president, Linda Scott, vice
president, and Rosa Crass, treasurer and state chair of Educati
onal Loan Fund.
P.E.0 is a philanthropic educational organization that is
one of the pioneer societies for women.
founded in 1869 on the campus of Iowa Wesleyan College, Mount
Pleasant, Iowa.
P.E.O. has become an international organization with broad
philanthropic and cultural aims. arid an
every increasing interest in furthering educational opportunities
for women.

iAdams receives Undergraduate
Research Grant from Murray State

David Adarns was recently awarded a $275
grant from the Office of Undergraduate Research
and Scholarly. Activity(URSA)for his submission
titled **Temporal Discounting of Luxunes ;and
Necessities.”
Adams. a junior psychology major from Murray,
. will be exploring the phenomenon known as "tem- poral discounting,” which is the tendency for people to pass up a reward in the future for the gratification of a smaller but more imrnediate benefit.
Adams will investigate not only when people
choose immediate gratification at a cost of greater
, long term benefit, but also the effects of choosing
, luxuries versus necessities.
To perforrn his research, he will be conducting a
study with a number of participants to see how
their choices match up to this idea of temporal discounting. They will respond to a variety of seenarios that test if the effect depends on the amount

Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists its new
schedule
Munay
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St., in the
• Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday, 8 p.m., closed.
smoking, I 2x12 study; Monday.
8 p.m. open, smoking; Tuesday,
p.m. closed, no smoking;
, Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed, no
smoking, 6 p.m., closed, ladies
meeting, smoking,8 p.m.. open,
smoking; Thursday. 8 p.m.
closed, smoking. big book
meeting; Friday, 12 noon. no
. smoking. lunchtime meeting. 8
p.m. open, smoking. New comers; Saturday, 10 a.m., open, nosmoking. 8 p.m. open, no-smoking, speaker meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
' for anyone who wants to attend
' an AA meeting. The last
Saturday in the month is "Eat-n, Meet" potluck at 8 p.m. For
, information call Mitch at 753, 9320, or Kathy at 493-1227, or
Chuck at 436-2552.

of time they have to wait for the benefit or the type
of benefit they are getting or both.
Dr. Paula W'addill, professor of Psychology. will
serve as faculty mentor on the project. "I have full
confidence in David's ability to carry out this project. He is a very good student
and his work is of
high quality. He has excellent promise as a student
researcher," stated %tidal.
Adams plans to present his conclusions at the
Southeastern Psychological Association professional conference and during MSU's Sch3lars
Week, which will take place on Murray State's
campus April 19-23, 2010. He might also seek
publication in a research journal.
More information about the URSA prograni can
be
found
online
http://campus.murraystate.eduiservices/ursa/ or
by calling (270)809-3192.
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A Fantastic 2-Day Open House & Jewelry Show
Open Saturday & Sunday 2-4 p.m. Nov. 21st & 22nd

Don't miss out!! Your Investment Opportunity is Here!
A Fabulous Home At A Fabulous Pnce!!!!
Just reduced to $249,001) which is $46K under appraised value!
And ..you may qualify for the tax credit too! WOW!

Barnett-ReaCry
Consulting, LLC

present

instead

the

musical

'-

BARBARA J BARNETT. C-C.REC, ABP. GRI, REALTORS.
PAULTI-411UJON DOLLAF1PROOUCER
270.793-0.172 Pranti Stoker-Owner
arbor& bleaktocrott
1072 Ookt Country CU* Rood, tharroy, KY
42071
www.1+4 mat -Itialry :ern

GOLDEN POND, Ky. -- Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area will
open certain areas typically
marked as "No Hunting" zones
for archery deer hunting
December 1 through January 18.
Hunters are encouraged to harvest deer without antlers in
these areas to reduce deer populations.
Areas open to archery hunting
include Hillman Ferry, Energy'
Lake. and Piney Campgrounds.
and Brandon Spring Group
Center. Archery hunting will

'coupon9
COUPON

also be permitted in the South
Nature Watch Demonstration
Area across The Trace from
South Welcome Station, in the
eastem portion of Hunt Area 16.
Hunting is not allowed within
150 yards of developed facilities. Maintenance staff will
continue working throughout
the winter in facilities; please be
cautious when hunting in these
areas.
Hillman Ferry. Energy Lake,
and Piney Campgrounds will
close for the season on
Noveniber 30.
However,

camping will be available at
Wranglers Campground, at SelfService Camping Areas (formerly Lake Access Areast and
in the backcountry with the purchase of a Backcountry
Camping Permit.
All LBL deer hunters age 16
and older are required to purchase an LBL Hunter Use
Permit. Hunters must possess a
hunting license and big game
tag appropriate for the state portion of LBL on which they hunt.

1900 N. 12th Street, Suite D • Murray
(in the Murray Business Center between Fastenal and Enterp
nse)

Friday & Saturday, Nov. 20-21
10 a.m. until 5p.m.
Our Gift To You:
$15 towards your purchase
during our celebration!

3a.Days Only
Thursday - Saturday

Installation
Included

I Watch Batteries
We Resenie The Right To Decline
Certain Brands Of Watches

Across F roil) IV,.2
Monday-Friday 10-5 Sat 10-3

Sign-up for our drawing for a
free Gumball kit and
class to create it!

Be Sew Classy and sign-up for unlimited classes for 6 months
for $60!
Class schedule will be available!

tamein,e4

INOW!

of

LBL `No Hunting' zones
open to archery deer hunting

lyi)

401111i
Fme Jewelers since 1961

reopening of our sanctuary next

Steven Skaggs. minmusic and Living
Pictures director, "and know
that the 25th presentation in
2010 will be a joyous celebration in the new facility."
Some of the sanctuary renovation is being designed to
enhance the dramatic musical
production, including new
sound and lighting Meanwhile.
the church also will hold
Christmas Eve services at noon
and 8 p.m.
For more information. see
Immanuel-paducah.org
or
phone (270)443-5306.
year,
"said

ister

jemeltyShow

Where: 564 Wiswell Rd. West,
Murray, Ky.
What:

8r'

PADUCAH. Ky. — The annu- Agnus Dei. a concert of worship
al production of The Life of featuring the songs
of Michael
Christ in Living Pictures at W. Smith. The
concert will be at
Immanuel Baptist Church will
10:45 a.m. Sunday, Dec. 20, in
not be presented this year due to
the basement Fellows,hip Hall,
continuing renovation of the
where it is holding weekly worsanctuary following last year's
ship services. The church is
fire.
The presentation was canceled located at 3465 Buckner Lane.
An ensemble cast also will
last year after the Dec. 4 tire,
one week before the scheduled present the popular musical.
Sanders Family Christmas, in
opening
performance.
A
the Fellowship Hall at 6 p.m.
Cluistmas tradition in the area
since 1983. the presentation Dec. 12 and 13.
would have been the 25th
Both presentations are free,
anniversary event.
and no tickets are needed.
This year, the church will
"We look forward to the

112m
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Gaskets &
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Gen. George Rogers Clark Day marked in Kentucky
Ety Kole Carstens
Professor emeritus & Adt Prof.
of History Don't of History.
Murray State University
Thursdio.. No). 19. marks the
257th birthday ii1 Brigadier
Gen. George Rogers Clark.
Born In 1752. his family msned
land adjacent to the Peter
Jefferson family. on the outskirts
Charlottesville.
of
Later,
Thomas Jefferson. Peter's son.
would become Governor of
Virginia. and it was he. as well
as former Virginia Governor
Patrick Henry. and Virginian
George Mason. that together
with George Rogers Clark.
hatched the plan for Virginia to
established at fort at the mouth
of the Ohio River in present day.
Ballard county. Kentucky'.
Before accomplishing that
feat. Clark was was ordered by
Gov. Henry to carry out secret
orders and lead a group of
Virginia militiamen down the
Ohio from Redstone. Pa. (near
Pittsburgh). to the Falls of the
Ohio River (present day
Louisville). establish the first
pernianent
settlement
in
Louisville at Corn Island. then
take his army to the mouth of
Clark's River in McCracken
Counts,. Kentucky.

from there, Clark led his force
oserland to attack the Bntish
controlled French town of
Kaskaskia, which he accomplished on the night July 4,
1776. totidly catching British
commandant. Rocheblave by
surpnse as Rochblave slept.
The following morning Clark
sent some of his soldiers north
to capture French towns at Ste.
Phillippe. Prairie du'Rocher.
and Cahokia. Illinois. and west
to capture Vincennes. Indiana.
In Kaskaskia, Clark informed
the French Catholics that they
were allowed to continue to
worship as they pleased and that
the French government was now
allied to the young United States
and would jointly tight Great
Britain. Subsequently. Spain
would join with France and the
U.S.
As a countermove to Clark's
secret mission and to reclaim the
land just conquered by Clark,
British Lt. Governor at Detroit,
Henry Hamilton (known to
Kentuckians as "Hamilton the
Hair-buyer" because he paid the
Shawnee and Delaware Indians
to attack and scalp Kentucky
settlers), traveled from his headquarters in Detroit to retake the
fort at Vincennes on the Wabash

Riser dunng the fall of 1778.
Not to be out done, Clark, during the harsh winter of 1779
took 175 men, mostly French
militia from Kaskaskia, and
conducted another surprising
attack - but this time at
Vincennes and against British
Lt. Governor Hamilton.
Clark's February 1779 trek
has gone down in history as one
of the great overland treks by
an) U.S. anny in Arnencan history'. Clark and his men trudged
through frozen and flooded
lands and creeks. often belly
high or more in ice-chilled
waters of the Embarrass, Little
Wabash, and Wabash rivers.
After a contracted siege of five
days. Hamilton surrendered to
Clark. and Hamilton was sent
back to Virginia through the
Kentucky' settlements in chains.
As a result of Clark's recapture
of Vincennes, the young United
States now laid claim to the Old
Northwest Territones. and that
information was taken to France
by Benjamin Franklin and John
Jay while negotiating the Paris
Peace
Treaty
of
1783.
Following
the
American
Revolution. the young United
States more than doubled its'
total land arra to now include

GOODY'S

the Old Northwest - and all
under the direction of cieneral
George Rogers Clark.
Yet in Kentucky today, ironically, Daniel Boone is given
more "air time" than Clark task
any school child who was
Boone arid who was Clark), yet
it was Clark who protected the
entirety. of Kentucky (not
Boone), it was Clark who captured and controlled the Old
Northwest
'Territory
(not
Boone). it was Clark who
brought more settlers and soldiers to Kentucky than Boone or
any other single individual, it
was Clark who defeated the
Bntish at Kaskaskia and at
Vincennes inot Boone), and it
was Clark who spent his life in
Kentucky (not Boone), not to
mention Clark was never captured by the Indians and taken
prisoner—but Boone was.
Indeed, Boone left Kentucky
in disgust and moved to
Missouri - and ironically,
although some folks think he
was exhumed and brought back
to Kentucky to be laid to rest in
Photo provded
Frankfort, the only thing in the
Gen. George Rogers Clark accepting Lt. Governor Henry
Frankfort Cemetery belonging
Hamilton's Sword of Surrender, February 25, 1779 formerly.
to him is probably his new head- ceding the entirety of the Old Northwes
t to Virginia.
stone. A forensic study by the
late Dr. David Wolfe, state forensic anthropologist,
of a by
conquering
the
Old .
caste made of Daniel's skull Northwest Territories of Ohio,
before he was reinterred, indi- Illinois, Indiana. Michigan,
cated that the body that was Wisconsin, and
parts of
reinterred "may not be" of Mirtnesota.
Daniel Boone as the physical
In keeping with a State Senate
traits of the skull were more in Session in 2002, Murray's very
keeping with a man of larger former State Sen. Bob Jackson,
stature than Boone and probably introduced Senate Resolution
of African American descent. No. 60 on Tuesday, Jan. 29.
Yet. Daniel's name (thanks in 2002, "declaring Nov. 19. 2002.
part to John Filson. Hollywood, and each year thereafter. as Gen.
and Walt Disney). lives on and George Rogers Clark Day in the
few persons know of the unbe- Commonwealth of Kentucky."
lievable exploits of General
So on Thursday, Nov.19.
George Rogers Clark and the 2009. let there be a resounding
many.' frontiers-persons (men, "Happy Birthday George," in
women, and children, free and thankfulness for what he and his
enslaved) that carved out the peers were able to do for this
entiretY of Kentucky (not jUg great country. and in particular.
one se tilementl!turd thew#1447. for thc Commonwealth ot
ness and more than doubied the Kentucky.
size of the young United States
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Get a Jump on the Holidays!
Shop our After-Thanksgiving Prices Early
.144

1

EVERY
STYLE!
EVE
t I

TiVigirblat
0/
OFF
VERYTHING

EVERY
COLOR!
S'.

That's on Top of our
Already-Low Sale Prices!
REGULAR PRICE,SALE CLEARANCE
'Excludes cOerneeiCS fragrances fomwalwear rents! g.11 cants pre.ous purchases

Plus a Pre-Thanksgiving Bonus!
slO HOLIDAY REWARD CARO
with any S50 purchase thru November 25
Closed Thursday, Thanksgiving Day•Open Early Friday at 7 am!
10% OFF ALL DAY sr.. VIP Pc,.. •

E-ALERTS!
MVO

advAnce rSOI.Ce
saies
poodysonhne cam

GIFT CARDS"'
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Thousands cheer Palin in Mich. for book tour
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. Republican vice presidential
(AP) — College students candidate's "Going Rogue"
ditched
class,
employees book tour, which has taken on.
skipped work and some huddled the feel of a political pep rally..
in the cold overnight just to
"She's a person of faith, she
make sure they' get an orange has a family, she has gone'
wristband Wednesday that through a lot of the tnals and
would let them meet Sarah tnbulations we have. I'd vote'
Palin.
for her in a heartbeat," said
Thousands gathered outside a Lana Smith, a dispatcher at.
a
Banks & Noble and chanted bus company who took the da*
"Patin! Pali& Patin!" for the off work and had been waiting
kickoff
of
the
former in line since 5:30 a.m.
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NEW___Lv E_N_U
Greet Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood, New Orleans Style
Favorites, & 5till the ea me Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters, PO' Boys,
Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
Remodeled Game Room 6, New Private Room with Big
Screen HD TV and Surround Sound!
Call F-or Reteervattone
Great for Game Day Parties, Birthdays, Lunch Meetings,
..rinvrrsane.5, Chri.trrac., Parties, or just a night out with
friends
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Monday:

1/2 Appetizers dunng Monday Night Football
S.39 Peel & Eat Shnmp S.69 Oysters on the halt %hell
Thesday:
S.39 Peel & Eat Shnmp S.69 Oysters on the half shell
loony Mac & Kyle Acoustic Show 8:30 till close
wednesdays: GnIled Or Blackened 12 oz. Ribeye. Baked Potato &
Salad SI2.99
Boiled Crawfish S4.99 per tx)und
Karaoke at 8:30 till close
Thursday:

All You Can Eat: Crab Legs. Crawfish, Shrimp &
Mussels - mix and match or have all four S24.99

Fridas:

C•atfish. Fmg Legs. and other great eafood specials
Piano Man Terrs Humphrey at 8:00 till close

Saturdas:

Great Seafood Specials all day
Li VC hand starting at 9:00 p m till close
The Tne” Logue Rand

Sor up 111

652 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 270-759-4929
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MAG Holiday
Sale set for
this weekend
Staff Report

Photo provided
VIOLIN RECITAL: Professor Sue-Jean Park
will present a

solo violin recital accompanied by pianist Jacob Clark
on the
oempus of Murray State University at 2 p.m. Satur
day in the
Performing Arts Hall inside the Pnce Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
The program includes works of Handel, Bartok
, and Richard
Strauss. Free and open to the public. this recital
offers a
pleasant afternoon of classical masterworks. For
more information please call the CHFA events line at 809.A
RTS (2787).

The 2009 Murray Art Guild
Holiday Sale. a sale of fine arts
and craft from artists throughout
our region, will be this weekend
at the Robert O. Miller
C'onvention & Visitors Bureau at
201
South Fourth Street.
Jewelry, fiber arts, photography,
paintings. wood working, handmade soaps and other items will
be for sale. A pre-sale party will
be from 4 to 8 p.m. with refreshments and music by: Micah
Green. It skill continue on
Saturday from a.m. to 4 p.m.
and from won to 4 p.m. on
Sunday.

MSU to hold liturgy for World AIDS Day
Photo provided
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Special to the Ledger
. "All the Way Through
Evening:
An
Ecumenical
Liturgy for World AIDS Day." a
candlelight vigil to remember
the lives lost and to pray for
those currently suffering from
AIDS, will be held at the First
Presbytenan Church on Main
and 16th Streets in Murray at 5
p.m. on Tuesday, Dec. I. This
program will be followed by a
Nesic
Evans
reception at the church and the
City, working as a freelance Christian traditi
ons of song and
AIDS Memorial Quilt opening
musician and serving as Artist- prayer, this progra
m in Murray
k..eremony at 7 p.m. in the Curris
in-Residence at Broadway will lift up those
affected by the
Center Ballroom.
Presbyterian Church. Both global HIV/A
IDS pandemic.
Sponsored by Murray State Nesic
and Evans have presented providing a time of
rememUniversity's Office of Regional
programs focused upon the brance. naming
, and candle
Siewardship & Outreach and the
Names Project AIDS Memonal lighting in the
hope that the
Department of Music, this nonQuilt and the AIDS Quilt world will soon see
an end to
denominational service will be
Songbook for over a decade.
this world health crisis.
led by bantone Patrick Evans.
Drawing
on
multiple
associate professor at the Yale
University Institute of Sacred
Music
As an opera. oratono
arid recital singer. Evans has
toured the United States and
Japan. and has been a fellow of
the Tanglewood Music Fefitival
and Cleveland Art Song
Festival. In his work with sacred
music. Evans recently joined a
team of chun:h musician/teachers spending two weeks in
Uganda, teaching and teaming
from Afncan church musicians
and pastors.
Also performing will be
Swiss pianist Djordje Stevan
Nesic. Nesic's career includes
Photo provided
recital, concerto. chamber col- BEST CHRISTMAS PAGEANT EVER: Mollie Beck is center
laborative and vocal coaching stage during a recent rehearsal of Purchase Players' producwork. frequently appearing in tion of "The Best Chnstmas Pageant Ever,' which finishes
its
Carnegie's Weill Hall. Nesic two-week run on Sunday. For more inforrnation or
to buy tickcurrently lives in Nev.: York ets, call Purchase Players at (270) 251-9
035.

• The Murray State University
Department of Theatre and
leince presents "A Flea In Her
a r '' by Georges Feydeau
Thursday through Sunday in
the Robert E Johson Theatre
All shows are at 7 30 p m
sxcept for the Sunday matinee
at 2 30 p m

Murray State University's Lovett

Auditorium

PO* Boys,

m with Bo
cl!

Aectings,
with frier/ t

• Murr-Vegas Allstars
play
tonight (Thursday) at the Big
Apple Cafe and Paducah's popular bluegrass band Bawn in the
Mash will play a special
thanksgiving show Tuesday
Music starts at 9 p.m. There is a
Cover charge and weekend
shows are limited to ages 21 and
older
• There will be a special

showing of 2008 s "Twilight' at 9
tonight (Thursday) at the Chen
Theatre pnor to the sold-out midnight showing of its sequel,"New

Moon "

e half shell

e half shell
I close
Potato &

imp &
24.99

specials
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-LARRY-GATLIN MP THE
GATLIN BROTHERS

Arts in the Region

• There will be a symphontc
band and chamber winds concert at 8 tonight (Thursday) in

laane Style
riteal

Photo provideo

OLD CROW MEDICINE SHOW: The bluegr
ass stylings of Old Crovv Medicine Show will
be
on display ai 8 D.m. Saturday at Murray State
University's Lovett Auditonum. Tickets can be
purchased by visiting wwvv.ticketmaster.
com or by calling the Regional Special Events Cente
r
box office at 809-3000.

Brothers
wrIl
perform
at
Paducah's Carson Center at
7:30 p.m. Friday For tickets,
call (270) 450-4444 or visit
wsvw.thecarsoncenter.org
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents "It
Might Get Loud.- a documentary
featuring Jack White of the
White Stripes, Led Zeppelin's
Jimmy Page and U2's The Edge.
Friday through Sunday. For
details and show times. visit
www.mardenalleycinema.org.
• Allen Hilbert will perform a
George
Jones
tribute
at
Draffenville's Kentucky Opry at
7,30 p.m Saturday. For tickets.
call (270) 527-3869 or 1-888459-8704.
• There will be three semor
recitals Saturday in MSU's

Performing Arts Hall following
the faculty and guest recital from
violinist Sue-Jean Park and
pianist Jacob Clark at 2 p.m.
Mezzo
soprano
Rebecca
Feldhaus will be at 3.30 p.m.,
bantone Brad Brauser will be at
6:30 p.m. and trombone player
Shawn Saulsberry will be at 8
p.m. There will be another senior
recital with tuba player Matt
Hightower at 3:30 p.m. Sunday

November 20, 2009
7:30pm
TOMORROW NIGHT
CARSON .CENTER

• The Quad State Junior
Band Festival will be at 7 p.m
Monday in Lovett Auctitonum.
• Halo Stereo will play at 8
p m Tuesday at Nick's Family
Sports Pub
•AT.01.1•t
[1•0011VUENT
PON 1•411 ANTS

To add an event to the arts
calendar
contact Hawkins
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hteagueg murrayledger con;
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• There will be a University
Chorale and Chamber Singers
Concert at 8 p m Friday in
MSU's Performing Arts Hall in
Vie Pnce Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• The MSU Department of Art
Sind Design will sponsor a
Holiday Art Auction Friday in the
Pnce Doyle Fine Arts Building. A
silent auction will begin at 6 p m
In the Upper Gallery on the seventh floor and the live auction
begins at 7.30 p.m in the Ma,
Gallery on the sixth floor
• Larry Gatlin & the Gatlin

97 Hanes (*reek I)ri‘e
oaks Estares

2007 Atkins Way

F'ERFECI HOME K142 H()LIDAY CFLEFIR
[IONS, Custom built / slots home highlighting
Earls, Amensan eratitmanship Features intlude
antique dcxsrs and sraincas banisters chern and
mahogans uood flooring. and hock tloonng in den
.ind kik hen Back cranda pms ides act est to tot
rage garden and inground pool An antique lovei s
delight'Pnt ed 1360.00) PALS 1/528X4

711 N1ain

Saddie(•recA Subthvivion
GORGE011S11()ME WITH EXTRA WIDE WRAP.AR(RINI)PORCH' This 4 bedroom home. with I full
baths. features eighteen foot ceilings in entrs was and
a saulted wood heam ceilmg in the great own
Beautiful pre-finished oak hardwood owe.. in a gunqock finish tan he found througtnsui the home The
siairwas inclodes solid oak treads with a hand railmg
ot hlack wrought 'Am spindles and feet Pnced
S;1,
,1-Q 1
1411' ki!,
4

321 'Washington Drive
rurdom EstateA

ADORABLE HOME! This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home has large bedrooms
and a spacious kitchen that feature
s
oak cabinets and deck access. Extra
storage is provided in the two
car
attached garage. Priced at only
S I ?.9.900 MLS #53568

21 Washington Drive
Purclom

L3I11fr

IMMACULATE CONDITION' Quality
craftsmanship is evident throughout this
3
bedroom. 2 bath home The spaciou
s
floorplan provides an abundance of
living
area
Haniwsxsd floors throughout the
kitthen anti dining area. A quaint deck
overlooks the large backyard Prited
5155.0110 MLS .53728

1‘.1tch for.Fature'Open Housc.s at:
wwwmun.a k: realestate.com

753-1222
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Looking Back
len years ago
ketball Tourniunent
Published is a picture ot memPublished Is a picture of John
hers of the Murray-Calloway Cathey with
8 point buck taken
County Hospital Board of Com- while hunting
missioners who took pan in tile
Forty years ago
groundbreaking at the site of the
Mrs Sylvia Atkins has retired
hospital's planned 33.000 square from her position as
social ssorlfood wellness center that is er for the Kentuck
y Department
expected to be completed by next of Child Welfare after
17 1/2 years
fall.
of service.
Kay Hays presented a proCharles Steve Sexton is now
gram on "Perfecting Your Meet- serving with the United
States
ing Skills and Etiquette for Bust- Army at Fort Monmout
h,N.J. He
ness Professionals" at a ineeting is the son of Mr and
Mrs.Steve
of the Home Department of the Sexton of Murray
Murray Woman's Club
Dr Ken lisrrell, chairman of
Mr and Mrs Charlie F. Arnett the History Department of
Murail! he married for 65 years ray State University, spoke
about
Dec 12
•Wortd Hunger' at a meeting of
Twenty years ago
the Hazel Woman's Club
Murray State University's
Fifty yean ago
enrollment has reached the highA contract has been awarded
est point in the decade and fifth to the contractor for
work on
highest in this school's history the Coldwater and Salem
Church
of approximately 8.013 students, Road between
Ky. 121 North
according to Acting President and 94 West.
James Booth.
Births reported at Murray HosSenior citizens from though- pital include a boy to Mr.
arid
out the United States and CanaMrs. Buddy Whtte, a boy to Mr.
da niet for a week of classes and Mrs Holten Edmons
on, a
and fun at Kenlake State Resort girl to MI. and Mrs. Max Weaver,
Park as a part of the Boston- a girl to Mr and Mrs
A Brent
based Elderhostel Program. It Hughes and girl to
Mr and Mrs.
a:as hosted by the Center for Con- Ed w ard 'flamer.
tinuing Education at Murray State
Members of the Murray ColUniversity
lege High School Chapter of
Births reported include a girl Future Farmers of Amenca
preto Mr. and Mrs.Mark Reinhardt, sented a special program
at the
Oct 23.
chapel. at the school
Thirty years ago
Sixty years ago
Navy Seaman Apprentice Max
This year's harvest at Murray
T. Morgan. son of Max and Vir- State College Farm
averaged 161
ginia Morgan. has completed bushels per acre.
Ten years ago
recruit training at the Naval the harvest was
only 30 bushes
Training Center at Orlando, Fla. per acre, according
to A. CarBrent Boston. senior at Mur- man, head of the
agriculture
ray: High School and son of Rev. department of MSC.
Fil and Betty Boston, won fourth
The Farmington Bank was
place for $200 in the Murray robbed of $6,763 yesterda
y.
State University Chemistry TourBirths reported at Murray Hosnament.
pital include a girl to Mr. and
Calloway County High School Mrs. Harold Raymon
d, a boy to
Lakers won 49-35 over Murray Mr. and Mrs David
Wright and
High School Tigers for the cham- a boy to Mr. and
Mrs Charles
pionship of the Calloway Coun- Farrell_
ty High School Invitational Bas-

Today In Ilisterv
By The Associsted Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 19.
the 323rd day of 2009. Thar are
42 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 19, 1863. President
Abraham Lincoln delivered the
Gettysburg Address as he dedicated a national cemetery at the
site of thc Civil War battlefield
in Pennsylvania
On this date
In 1600, King Charles 1 of
England was born in Dunfermline.
Fife, Scotland.
In 1794, the United States and
Bntain signed Jay's Treaty. which
resolved some issues left over
from the Revolutionary War
In 1831, the 20th president of
the United States. James Garfield,
was born in Oraoge Township,
Ohio
In 1919. the Senate :ejected
the Trtaty of Versatile, in: r. vote
Et A ES Ne ES L_

of 55 in favor. 39 against, shon
of the two-thirds rnajonty needed
for ratification.
In 1942, during World War
Russian forces launched their winter offensive egainst the Germans
along the Don front.
In 1959. Ford Motor Co.
armounced it was halting Nail(ion of the unpopulait WW1; eaIn 1969. Apollo XLI astronauts
Charles Conrad and Alan Bean
made the second manned landing
on the moon.
In 1984. some 500 people died
in a firestonn set off by a series
of explosions
3 petroleum storage plant on the edge of Mexico City.
In 1985. President Roruild Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail S.
Gorbachev MCI for the firat time
as they began their summit in GeneVa
Ten veers ago. Hundreds of anti-

'SO..)
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COMS/FEATURES
Guilt mars comfort couple
finds in each other's arms
DEAR ABBY: Is there anything wrong with having a
lover solely for the purpose
of sex? He is grieving for his
late wife (my best fnend). and
am separated from my husband. We're both lonely and
have
supported each
other
through our
pain. A few
weeks ago
we decided
to become
lovers.
We both
have
our
DearMoby eyes open.
and wc don't
dy Abigail
expect anyVan Buren
thing out of
this except a
friendship with benefits. I am
satisfying his needs, and he is
making me remember the
woman I used to be before I
was emotionally beaten down
by my husband.
I see myself as enjoying
the best of both worlds: I'm
finding myself again. and I don't
have to answer to anyone but
me. So, Abby, what do you
think? I guess I'm looking for
some validation for our selfishness. -- FRIEND WITH
BENEFITS
DEAR FRIEND: Selfishness? You are both consenting adults. You can do what
you want. Many successful relationships have begun with two
people supponing each other
through a painful penod -- and
I don't consider that "selfish"
at all.
What I AM having trouble
understanding is why you
haven't begun divorce proceed-

Murray Ledger &

Hot peppers not good

for hypothermia

ings from your emotionally abusive husband. Once that's started, you should have no reason to have any second thoughts
at all.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My husband
of 25 years died last year.
How long do I need to maintain ties with his family'? Must
I still give gifts at Chrisunas
and birthdays to ill] his siblings, nieces and nephews?
What I need to know is
how to ease out of this without offending them. His parents are still alive, and the
most I want to do is send a
card at Chnstmas. -- READY
TO MOVE ON IN CANADA
DEAR READY TO MOVE
ON: No law says that you "have
to" maintain a gift-giving relationship with your late husband's relatives. It would be
nice, however, to send something to the nieces and nephews
-- if only a few dollars and
some kind words included in
a card.
The message that speaks
loudest to me in your letter
is the one you did not directly put into words -- that after
25 years of marriage to your
husband, you had no meaningful connection with his family. An acceptable way to begin
stepping back would be to
explain to them that, because
of your reduced circumstances,
you are no longer able to send
the usual gifts and will be
sending cards during these holidays.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Wall you
please ciescnbe what happens to
a person when he or she suffers from hypothermia? Then
describe what happens to people w:hen they eat hot peppers.
I wonder why they don•t use
a
hot peppers
hypothermic
person quickly.
DEAR
READER:
Well, your
theory
sounds logical, but the
Dr. Gott twopmcesses are entirely different.
By
Dr Peter Gott One gives the
sensation of
warming the digestive tract (but
doesn't provide heat): thc other
chills the entire body. The main
negative feature with your combination is that a hypothermic
person cannot be rewarmed
quickly; the shock would be too
much for the heart to withstand
l'he process requires time and
constant monitonng of vital signs.
Hypothermia occurs when the
body loses heat faster than it
can be produced A normal body
temperature is 98.6 F. Hypothermia occurs when that temperature drops to 95 F or below.
The hean and nervous system
are unable to perform adequately and can fail. The condition
can be serious or even fatal if
left untreated.
We ordinarily think of a person outdoors in the snow Of rain
or immersed in cold water a.s
being at risk for developing the

condition. In reality, mild case,
can occur in older people and
the very young who are dressed
improperly. when in a home with
air conditioning on or withoot.
proper heat in the cold weatil:
er. Further, specific medical conditions can affect the body's ability to regulate temperature.
Children building snowmen
or forts might lack judgment when
it comes to removing hats and
nuttens while out of doors for
lengthy periods People using
alcohol or recreational drugs may
have an impaired mental status
Thus, anyone of any age can
be overcome with hypothermia
Symptoms occur slowly, dulling
the senses, and can include constant shivenng, drowsiness, confusion, shallow breathing and a
weak pulse.
Contrary to previous thinking, a person should not be rubbed
vigorously in an attempt to warm
the skin. This process can further damage an already compromised system and cause more
harm than good However, there
3IC steps that should be taken.
such as removing any: wet clothing, warming with blankets or
clothing, providing shelter from
the elements. and giving a warm
alcohol-free beverage if the person is conscious.
People vary in their love or
dislike for hot. spicy foods. Some
people are acclimated to eating
hot peppers, while others can't
tolerate them. If a pepper is
truly hot. it will burn the mouth.
and throat. and aggravate the
Intestinal tract all the way
through. Eating hot peppers will
not reverse hypothermia.

going on. Detach and explore
your options more carefully You
could be really surprised by the
possibilities.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** The time hais come to
deal with a partner directly Thts
person doesn't mean to be a
problem. He or she simply looks
at life differently Man you do.
Give this person space to be
who ha or she is -- just like you
want space to Ue who you are
***
control.
are. knowing AU • ten. sonst4
only yourself and no one elle.
and it is the same for them. Don't
push so hard to achteve your
goals right now
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might want to do
something much different from
what you originally thought. You
might not have all the right
ideas, but you might have one or
two. Indulge a family member or
yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Express your canng in
a manner that speaks to others.
Sometimes words work, and
other times actions count Be
sensitive to people's different
styles Your creativity surges in
an unprecedented manner
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your ability to get past a
situation makes a big difference
Be aware of your financial linntalions. You are building on
stronger
foundations.

!nvestigate opportunities as they
corne forward. Seriousty consider a home office.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You express yourself
with ease Know what you want
Reveal more of your ideas,
needs and wishes. Invesbgale
what someone presents as a
protect, idea or solution. A positive, upbeat attitude wtll go far
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Your possessive side
emerges when dealing wlfh
those in your life Use your
instincts not to feeo insecurtty,
but to build your confidence
Loam to trust yourself, and then
you will be able to trust nearly
anyone.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your positive persona
and style will make all the difference. Be honest with yourself as
to what works and what doesn't.
Your willpower will take you far
Listen to news more openly than
you have in the past.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). ,
*** Breathe in and understarid
that not everyone is on the same
page as you Investigate alternatives with more care. It something feels wrong. it probably is
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Intrinsically, you know
what you want and what you
desire Hononng those basics
counts and makes a difference
A meeting is very important tc
discover exactly what would be
most effective
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday, Nov. 20, 2009:
This year, you make waves
Wherever you go, it seems your
influence is felt. An innate type
of aura marks your actions and
Amencan protesters battled no(
police and set stores and banks
gentleness. Your charisma
ablaze as President Bill Clinton
attracts many more people than
rode through Athens in a tight
in the past. If you are single,
security cocoon arwd proclaimed a
trust that you will have many
"profound and enduring fnendshmopportunities to change your
with Greece. World leaders at the
status if you so choose. If you
Organizauon for Sec Di and
are attached, this year evolves
Cooperation'. in'Uleit ‘terassit
larked a diesify::—
, — into a special one in which you
bet cf Downer:sew weapons ;nor -. feet more cared for than in the
past. Be willing to adjust to
terns across Europe
Five years ago In one of the
change. The real challenge,
worst brawls in U.S sports hiswhether single or not, is to stay
tory, Ron Artest and Stephen Jackrealistic in your expectations.
son of the Indiana Pacers charged
CAPRICORN tends to be more
into the stands and fought with
loquacious with you,
Detroit Pistons fans, forcing officials to end the Pacers' 97-82 win
The Stars Show the Kind of
with 45.9 seconds left.
One year ago: Al-Qaida's No. Day You'll Have: 5-DynamIC,
4-Positive; 3-Average , 2- So
2. Ayman al-Zawahn. slurred
I -Difficult
Barack ()barna as a black American who does the bidding of whites
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
in a new Web message
**** Listen to feedback that
comes your way You are now on
center stage. Understand that it
is your way or Me highway. New
beginnings become possible.
Listen to your sixtt. sense with a
partner who might be acting
strangely
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
***** Keep reaching out for
others. You might want to know
or understand more of what is
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MSU HOOPS ROUNDUP

Warmer weather awaits Racers
MSU DESCENDS
ON MIAMI T()
PLAY 3 GAMES IN 4
DAYS AT COACHES
VS. CANCER
INICHAB. DANN
Sports Editor
Billy Kennedy' is a defensive
coach, first and foremost.
But the Racers have taken kindly to
their name anti gotten out of the gate
quickly on the offensive end.
In two games against California, a
lop 15 team, and Missouri-St. Louis. a
Division II school. the numbers are
obviously skewed. but MSU has
outscored its opponents 162 to 129.

rebound better defensively,- he said.
.1110sC ilfC the two areas we need to
improve on."
Daniel leads the Racers with I()
boards on the defensive end. Ea.sley
has nine while McClain has eight.
Aska has seven, but Kennedy thinks
his sophomore superaar is capable of
much more
"We knew he would score. but we
have been on him about being it better
defensive player And rebounder," he
said. "He can score, he's always been
able to tio that."
Thursday, Murray State will
embark on a four-day trip to Miami to
play. three games in the Coaches Vs.
C'ancer Classic.
The Racers will play James
Madison, North Carolina Central and
Florida International from Friday

through Monday with Saturday bring
an off day.
LittlieS Madison won 21 games last
year in the Colonial Athletic
Conference
while
Florida
International is coached by forrner
NBA great Isaiah Thomas,
Physically. Kennedy said the
Racers are ready to roll. Jokingly. he
said from a mental standpoint. "We'll
find out "
"Miami is a great place to visit having previously coached there." he
said. "We'll actually practice at their
faciiity one day. So our guys will get
to see South Beach.
"I don't know how much time we
will get to spend down there, hut we'll
have the chance to see few things,"
Kennedy said of trying to makc the
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger S. TarP.S
Murray State freshman Mariah
Robinson goes up and over MidContinent's Lindsey Davis in the first
half Wednesday night at the RSEC.
Robinson finished with 14 points on
the night.

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS PREP PREVIEW
CLASS 2A QUARTERFINALS: FORT CAMPBELL AT MURRAY
PLAYOFF
SCOREBOARD

SHOWDOWN!!

Fort Campbell (12-0)
at Murray (12-0)
Monroe Co.(9-3)
at Green Co.(9-3)
Newport Cent Cath.(7-5)
at Lou. DeSales (9-3) I
Corbin (10-2)
at Prestonsburg (12-0)

Allen Co.-Scottsville(11-0)
at Lone Oak (12-0)

Sy MICIMEI. DANN

Marion Co.(10-2)
at Lou. Western (7-5)
Lex. Catholic (8-4)
at Boyle Co.(12-0)
Lawrence Co.(12-0)
at Bell Co.(11-1)

C4-AS_S IA
Crittenden Co.(10-2)
at Mayfield (11-1)
Bellevue (9-3)
at Beechwood (8-4)
Raceiand (8-4) at
Lex. Christian (11-1)
Harlan (7-5)
at Hazard (8-4)

CLASS_ZA
Pad. Tilghman (6-6)
at Russellville (8-4)
Henry Co.(10-2)
at Lou. Central (7-5)
Breathitt Co.(7-5)
at Somerset 02-0)
Sheldon Clark (8-4)
at Pike Co. Cent.(7-5)
CLASS
Greenwood (9-3)
at Henderson Co.(9-3)
Simon Kenton (11-1)
at Lou. St. Xavier (11-1)
Louisville Trinity (8-4)
at Lou. Male (10-2)
Scott Co.(9-3)
at Lex. Henry Clay (10-2)

Racers
make a
little
histo at
RS C
MSU PUTS SIX
PLAYERS IN DOUBLE
FIGURES, FORCES 35
TURNOVERS

CLASS 4A

ref.

it

But Kennedy doesn't want you to
be fooled The fourth-year Murray
State head coach said a lot of those
numbers arc generated from the job
his team has done on the defensive
end.
"We've scored off our defense and
that's where our defense has been
good for us," Kennedy said Tuesday
after taking a break from practice.
"Offensively, we've scored a lot of
points, but it's hard to tell by the two
games we've played. We scored 70 at
Cal and we feel like if we shoot the
ball well we'll be in good shape.Still Kennedy maintains the importance of getting post guys like Ivan
Aska, Jeffery McClain, Tony Easley
and Ed Daniel more involved.
"I'd like to see our post guys get
better defensively and I want them to

•See RACERS, 28
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KYSER LOUGH tile photo
Fort Campbell quarterback Antonio Andrews attempts to
eiude two Murray defenders In last season's
game. Andrews has gained over 2,000 yards this season
, 1 000 each rushing and passing. Murray will look
to avenge a 47-0 lois to the Falcons In the second round
I8st season.

STATE WILL BE WATCHING TIGERS-FALCONS IN BATTLE OF 2A UNBE
ATENS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Steve Duncan hears the hype surrounding Fort Campbell
They say
this is the
best team the
two-time
defending
Fort Campbell at
state champiMurray
ons have ever Whin: 7 30 p m F riday
fielded.
Where: Ty Hollend Stedturn
They say TV' MES Ch 15, WKTV
the Falcons Radio- WFOS, 103
7 FM
are head and Records: FC 12-0 (3-0. 2Mur
(4.0,
12-0
1.2A)
shoulders
Lest Meeting: Fort Campbell
above
any def Murray. 47.0 In Fort
other team in Campbell iClase 2A second•
round playoffs 2005)
Class 2A.
Keys to the gems: Murray
Some must be
able to stop Fort
think
this Campbell on defense
because
a highly offensive
For t
game not likely to tum out
C'ampbeil In theirisfavor
The Tigers
team may he have played Me entire seaone of the SOn w1thout committing costly
mistakes early and they must
hest in the continue
to so An early
state in any turnover could mean thp
korona,
in the game
class.
Still others
claim it's one
of thc most NEED TO KNOW
ADS AWE TICUTS AXE
athletic ON
SALE AT 101113 TODA1
groups
AND TMOIFROW.
to
"TIGER AIN WILI RE
ever lace up MELD
AT P.M. AS FANS
their cleats
LINE ME WALK INTO
THE DRESSING ROOM.

Class 2A
Quarterfinals

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & nmes
Murray head coach Steve Duncan (left) and
assistant Randy Taylor MI
have their hands full as they lead the undefe
ated Tigers against undefeated Fort Campbell In the state quarter
finals Friday night at Ty
Holland Stadium.
on a Kentucky high school football
field.
Duncan has no shortage of respect
for his opponents in Friday's state quar-

terfinal. but he also has a message for
the rest of the state — his Tigers can
play. too.
•See TIGERS, 28

Sports Editor
Mid-Continent WAS overpowered and
overmatched Wednesday night at the
Regional Special Events Center.
And if the first three games of the season
are any indication of this year's Murray
State women's basketball team. the same
might hold true for a number of teams.
The Racers (3-0) filled the box score at
ease over the visitors from Mayfield in a 9754 victory over the (0-6i Cougars.
"Mid-Continent carne in here and gave us
all they had," Murray State head coach Rob
Cross said following the win. "I really.
admire what Courtney Nicely has been able
to do with the program and the direction
they are headed...
The win also gave Murray State its 20th
consecutive win at the RSEC, breaking*
previous record of 19 games, which stOod
trom Feb. 28, 1987 to Jan. 28, 1989.
The Racers finished last season with a
perfect 14-0 mark on their home court and
have not lost at the RSEC since Jan. 411.
rti.
20(Th
e 20-game home winning streak puts
Murray State fifth in the country lot -the
longest current home winning streak.
Defending NCAA champion Connecticut is
at the top of the NCAA home court winning
streak list, with national powers Maryland
and Stanford following.
"We're excited to come out with a win
tonight and opening our season at home with
a win is always a good feeling." Cross said.
"One of the goals of this team is to go tindeleated at home like we did last yeaf.latu
that's going to be a tall task with the reigning Missouri Valley Conference chanipion
(Evansville) coming in here on Saturdify,A total of six Racers reached double figures Wednesday night, including a gimehigh 17 points from Rachael Isom. 'who
went 5 of II from the field anti 4 of 8 from
beyond the arc.
Freshman phenom Mariah Robinson
notched if) roints on 4 of 6 shooting from
three-point range and Knsten Kluempers
and Mallory Schwab both finished with 12
points.
Jessica Holder added I I and Alex Duck
came off the bench for 10 points.
Former Calloway County standout Kayla
Cunningham saw her first minutes of the
season and dropped four points as did
Candance Nevels, Jasmyne Thornton and
Tessa Elkins.
Mallory Luckett added three points.
wthlrilke Kayla Vance put in 14 minutes of
Mun-ay State shot 42.7 percent from the
field (35-for-82) and was just as gtxxl from
three-point range. shooting 15.2 percent
I I 4-for-31) and shot 61.9 percent, going
of 21 from the free throw line.
Murray State held Mid-Continent in
check with a 35 percent shooting night frorn
•See MSU, 28
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Beeketcon Assoclatior
By The Aimcciated Press
Ail Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Attiintic Division
W
L Pet GB
Boston
9 3 750
—
Pholadeoproa
5 6 455 3 12
Totting)
5 6 455 3 1/2
New York
2 9 182 lt2
Nei °ease,
0 12 000
9
Southeast Divtaton
W
L Pet 06
Atlanta
10 2 ern
-Ortandc
9 3 750
Miam
7 4 636 2 1 2
WasIlingtor
3 7 300
6
Charlotte
3 8 273 6 1/2
Control common

W

Pet

4 6 400 3 1/2
1 11 063 7 1/2
Pecific Dtvleion
W
L Pet OS
Phostou
10 2 833
—
L A {_alters
8 3 727 1/2
Sacramento
5 5 500
4
L A ctooers
4 9 308 6 12
Golden Stale
3 8 273 6 1/2
Minnesota

place
"bile
in the 200
a time of 2119A
100 beam* at*
1:05.30.
Maim Cionipss
in the SOO fresetyM
Tori
100k
place finisisea it
freestyle at 7:1*76
200 hreestyle with a
2:33.10.
Tbe boys 200
consistiag

Tuesday's Games
ClevelerKI 114 Golder Stale 108
erten'91. Ns* Jersey 83
Obashorna City 100. Miami 87
*NI OASIS'S 110. L.A Clippers 102
Phoenix 111. Houston 105
Denver 131). Toronto 112
Chlosgo 101. Sacramento 87
L A Lakers 106 Detroe 93
Wednesday's Games
ASenta 105 WARM 90
New York. 110, Indiana 103
Orianfo we. Oklahoma City 94
Washington 106 Cleveland 91
Philadelphia 136. Cnarlotte 134
Boston 109, Golden State 95
Milwaukee 99, New Xersey 85
Memphis 106, L A Clippers 91
Houston 97. Minnesota 84
Toronto at Utah, 9 p.m
San Antonio at Dallas, 9-30 p m
Detrcat at Portiarxi, 10 p m
Thursday's Games
Phoenix at New Orleans, 7 p m
Leah at Sen Antonk), 7:30 p.m
Chicago at L.A Laken 9.30 p.m

OD

Cieheoarici
8 4 667
—
k4Ohmi nee
6 3667 1/2
Ceectioci
6 4 600
Indiana
5 4 556 1 1/2
Detiolt
5 6 456 2 1 r2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pet 08
fialtiss
8 3 727
—
HOuiton
7 5 583 1 1f2
San Antonio
4 4 500 2 12
New Orleans
4 8 333 4 1 2
Memphis
3 8 273
5
Northwest Division
W
L Pct 08
Dehytk
8 3 727
—
Porlkind
8 4 ties
les
Oidahorna City
6 6 500 2 1/2

Meanwhile,

the

challenge for us right now is to
get tier to play that way all the
time. She also had six steals, but
she's a little too nonchalant at

Lady

times during the game.
"She tried to be a little too
creative in transition at times,

Cougars turned the ball over 39
times and were outrebouncled by.
14. .

trying to get people shots when
has open looks. Mariah

INvo points of emphasis for
Crogs and company. were to
"play. with energy the entire
game, which we didn't do, and
that 'we were very disciplined,
which we weren't."
Cross concluded

that the
Racers' 18 turnovers were too
many and the six forced by
Robinson didn't sit well with the
second-yeas head coach.
"Mariah
whatever

Robinson can .do
Mariah
Robinson

she

needs to take those open look
shots for this team to be successful and have a chance to win a
championship.Murray State jumped out to
an 8-0 lead in the first half and
stretched that lead to as nutty as
19 with 13:33 to play on a
jumper by Cunningham. Some
six minutes later. MSU found

wants to do when Maria.h
Robinson wants to do it. The

themselves up 39-13 with 6:09
to play before taking a 55-25
lead into the locker room.

Ily

Saints hderusatien

Murray State men's basketball head coach Billy Kennedy
iumounced the signing of Chris

Gnffin (6-7, 205) from L008
High School in Tallahassee, Fla
"We are excited to add Chns
to our program," Kennedy said.
"He is a player who can play a
lot of positions; he's really a
guard in a forward's body. We
like him at the small forward
position."
Griffin played his junior ses
son at FAMU High Scnool
where he scored 19 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds per game,

"Chns is a three to four
dimension player He plays the
guard for me but he can also
play from point guimf to power
forward," Leon High School
coach Rick Davis said. "Chris is
explosive to the basket and his
mid-range game is probably his
best shot. He is a good shot
blocker, a great passer and he
averaged more assists than my
point guard last year."
Gnffin's AAU coach in summer basketball was Chris Ayers.
"He's a great kid with a great

He has recorded seven triple-

attitude," Ayers said. "He listens
and he goes out and does it. He

doubles and turned

in

a memo-

Page 1B

and Kennedy would get a chance to look at a lot of
people early in the year.
James Madison (21-15 overall last season) is a
team that plays a lot of zone defense and that is
something that Kennedy is aware of as he displays
a team that likes to get up and down the court.
"Offensively they're a lot quicker than say a
team like Eastern Kentucky that would play zone

Suffice to say, Cross was
pleased with the way his team
responded to the opening horn.
However. in the same bre.ath,
Cross would like to see more
consistency in his players'
development as the game wcars
on.
"We got out to a good start
tonight and we were able to put

the game away early," he said. "I
felt like we lost focus several
times. especially in the second
half. Our energy level dropped
and that's one of the reasons
why we went back to the press a
little bit late in the game.
"I hated to be in that situation, but we have to get better in
every game or we're not going
to have the opportunity to win
an OVC championship."

CALLOWAY
T

0

RACERS

respects his coaches and Chns
bnngs so much to the table. He;

can play anywhere on the.
court."
Floridahoops.com;
Floridaprospect.com
and
Breakdown Magazine have
ranked Gnffin in the top 25
players in the state. Scoutconi
ranks him in the top 100 small:
forwards in the nation.
Griffin was also invited and
panicipateil in the Reebok
All-American Camp last sutt,11

AJ2
Advertise
the test N
efrOf
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,nsertor

ec inane
0ix made

Met.

Gnffin joins Shawn Jackson
(6-9, 230) of Melody Christian
Academy in Live Oak, Fla., in
the Murray State 2010 recruiting
class. Both will be freshtnen

the Racers in the fall of 2010..*
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From Page 1B
"We know they're a great
team," said Duncan. "But anylsody that's 12-0 at this point

in
the season has to be a great

team. and so are we. Two great
teams are going tc play football
Friday night and that's why we
play the game.Fnday's clash of undefeateds
at 1) Holland Stadium has been
anticipated since early in the
season.
Both tearns have been even
better than expected this year.
Third-ranked Murray jumped
out to a 2-0 .start with victories
over higher-class corapeution
while No. 1 Fort Campbell's
smallest margin of victory has
been 23 points against Nashville
(Tenn.) Peat1-Cohn.
Ouly one other quarterfinal
matchup in Kentucky. features
two teams ranked in the top

three in their class
No. I
Louisville St Xavier meets No.
2 Simon Kenton in Class 6A.

0

111111111111111111.111:111.
soNy:

of what kind of team they are. They have a new:
coach. We want to run, but we also know we'te'
going to have to go inside."

4.31
through the season without a
hiccup, outscoring opponents
640-81.'They've shown no signs
of weakness as they did in 2008
with a 17-7 loss to FranklinSimpson in the regular-season
finale.
"They may be better, maybe
not." Duncan said. "Thty're a
great football team and they've
got great athletes, a great coaching staff and great tradition.
"We're excited. We want to
be out the-re with the best and
that's why we're playing. We've
got a great team, too."
The Tigers flesed
their.
defensive muscles yet again last
week. holding a respectable
Hancock team scoreless through
three quarters and intercepting
four passes.
Murray. kept constant pressure on the quarterback, something they may rein in on Friday
against dual threat and Mr.
Football
candidate
Antonio
Andrews.

the ground and another 1,140
through the air.
He is being recruited by a
handful of Division I-A schools
and has already secured an offer
from Air Force. Kentucky,

team adva.nced with a 43-7 win
over Hancock County last week.
"If it's Fort Campbell we're
playing, that's all the better,

The matchup also feiuures
two of the top three scoring
defenses in any class in the
suite.

while

third-ranked

Louisville,

.11
158 121 87 97 — 463 •

Opponents 14

32

7

•Si
MU

39 — 92;

TEAM STATISTICS
MHS
OPP
Forst Downs
182
149
Rusties.Yards 48' 3625 373-1315 1.ih
Passing Yards
492
828 `.•
Comp-A11.1ni
24-52-3 96-212-13 •
Total Yards
4117
2143
Fumbles-Lot:it
15-5
39-20
Penalbes-Yards 78-603
45-337
•••
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Imoricust STATIVICS
•
Room — Wicks 154- .451 23TD. M..'
Deese 97-944 13TD, Davis 56-265::
2TO Duncan 41-254 TD D Fields 28-242 3TD, Suck 31-169 4TD, Lennie.:
18-134 13 Fields 15-90 TD Mellon 5-,
26 2TD Heiken 7-25 TO, Phillips
12. K Deese 15-9 TD, Hamm 1-3:i
Skinner 1-1 Smith 1-0, Williams 9-01.:
TD
PAWING
K Deese 14-28-3 329 STD,'
Duncan 9-23-0 108 3TD, M Deese 1-1
1-0 55 TD
•
ReCsmiso — Langford 14-346 7TCN.
Smith 4-81 2TD, Wcks 2-32.;
Stephens 1-12, Cherry 1-11 TD. M.
Deese 2-10.

uphill battle to fight Friday, biti
physical,
ball-contriX
gameplan may be the scheme

Vanderbilt

and

Westem Kentucky are also in
the tnix.
"I've tried to get UK interested in him,just because I'm a UK
fan." Duncan says. "I think he's
that good. He's just a playmaker
and
he's
got
some
great
receivers."
Senior running back Troy
Turner is the Falcons' other
1,000-yard rusher as he and
Andrews get the bulk of the car-

most well-suited to combat the
super-athletic Falcons.
Trigg County went away
from the power rushing game.
against Fon Campbell in the
second round last week and suffered a 41-7 defeat.
That's a mistake Duncan say!
his club won't make.
"We're going to do whai
we've done for 12 garnes," ha
said. "We've never played any
games with anybody in terrns of
trickery. They know what we're
going to do, so we're going tO
strap on our chin straps on and
go meat against meat, pad
against pad."

Funeral H
our time
A speci:
and

Keit

funeral.
We wo
support.

whom Ra

out of Fort Campbell's
spread option attack.
It's a look the Tigers haven't

Duncan says maintaining a higb
level of intensity on the defeh:
sive side of the ball will be cru-

ent-wise, but the numbers tend
to disagree with that assessment.
Fort
Campbell's
defense

seen much of this season, but
Duncan says his team will be
prepared on Fnday.

cial.

appears much stronger on paper.
having surrendered double-digit

les not a crash course," he
said. "We saw Heath do some of
that and we run the option some
in practice ourselves."

same attitude we've taken into
every other game this season. I

Cast in the underdog role as a
12-0 team, Murray may have an

so well.-

ries

From
We wiss

Fort Campbell likely hasn't
faced a defense as staunch as
Murray's
this
season
and

Murray surrenders 7.7.
Duncan says the Falcons are
similar to their 2008 squad tal-

points in just two games this
season, both against out-of-state
competition.
The Falcons have rolled

STI

2009 TIGER STATS
mune/

their

ed them by Fort Campbell in the
second round of last year's playoffs.

game

Sponsored by Primary Care

we ever have since I've been here," Kennedy
maintained. "FIU plays an unbelievable road:
schedule and we don't really have a fair evaluatiOn:

Andrews had close to 2,400
yards to his name through 11
games, with 1.222 coming on

Fort Campbell, ranked second, gives up just 6.7 points per

Gas Card Giveaways!!!

they'll change defenses a lot."
F1U, which was 13-20 last season, is a small
team, but similar to the Racers in that they like to
get up and down.
"We're trying to get the ball inside more than

Adding fuel to the fire, the
Tigers will be looking to avenge
a disappointing 47-0 loss hand-

because we feel like we need to
do better than we did last year."

/A
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against us," he said. "Defensively, they'll pick up
1-2-2 full court ancl try to slow us down and

•Tigers

"One of our goals was to still
be playing at this point in the
season," said Duncan, whose

A

v e

last season when he scored 40
points, hauled in 16 rebounds
and made eight blocks.

to go along with eight blocks per
game

From

at Jeffrey Gymnasium
November 21, 2009 * 5 p.m.

0

rable performance against LHS

trip not all business.
The fourth-year head coach added that playing
in this tournament was simply based on the fact
that the Racers would get three garnes in four days

oi MEET THE'AKERS!!
F

TAUMASSEE PRODUCT GRIFFIN SIGNS

"
-Racers

Froni Page 1B
the floor and limited them to 4
of 14 from long distance for
28.6 percent.

Racers add 6-9 fonvard

abdrilbopie

Stuart Alexander

Murray I

Murray Ledger & Times

friends ft
Christ for
A specia

"I liked how we hit against
Hancock County and that's what
we've got to do this week." he
said. "We've just got to take the

020

think that's why we've played

GET TH
AD FOR
$75.00

Authorized sales installation and ServICe of

OU-01420ted Sony fiat panel3Vs Deiiiiery .
and Setup is ALWAYS included

We also offer professiona: instatlation of oti
makes and models of -flat panel T V.s COII
nOw for a

FREE estimate,

Call 270 753 7567
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AGC of Western Kentucky/
MSG'Department ofIndustrie!& Engineering Technology

to thefollowing contributors/volunteers who made the
6th Boy Scout Merit Badge Day A Great Success!
Murray Lumber Company

Rudy. Ottway

Bruce Chester

Randy Thornton Company

Jonathan Scott

Bailey Davis

Subway of Murray

David Shoulder

John Hale

Sullivan

Paul King

Mark Ashburn

.
••

ni

•
ii
MS •
• ••
••
•
la
•
• •

www murragetectronicsine

L

A BIG THANK YOU:

Lance Allison

•• • 111 •
a
•••

MON
GALL 75

Hollis Crowley

MSU Student Ambassadors/
Dept. I&E Tech

Craig Lax
Meghan Pierce

Eric Elkins

MSLI Student Construction Association

Jennifer Johnson

Dr. Danny Claiborne

Marshall Smith

Ronnie King

Nick D'Angelo

Travis Taylor

Dr. Jeff Seay
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GREAT SELECTIONS FOR EVERYCNE
(Sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club)

The Village Day Care's St. Jude's
TrIke-e-thon was a sucess1 We rat
over $700.00 for research. We would
like to thank Campbell Realty, West
Kentucky Insurance, Parker Ford,
Sirloin Stockade, Holmes Family
Reeteurant, and Murray Electric
Company for donating to St. Jude'S
Research Hospital.
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STERLING SILVER
JEWELRY SALE
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified
Department at
ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fa= 7'33-1927

Notice lb hereby given that the t ity of Murray.
Murray. Kentucky 42071, has filed an applicatton
with the Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet. Department of Environmental
Protection. Water Quality Branch to construct water
;tries on Poor Farm Road and Hwy 641 This
property is located within the City LIMITS of
Murray, Kentucky 42071 and Calloway County
Kentucky This applicauon more particularly IS in
reference to creek croasings on an unnamed
tributary to Clarks River in Murray KY. Calloway
County. Kentucky. Any comments or objections
concerning this application shall he directed to
Kentucky Division of Water Resourcea Branch. 200
Fair Oaks Lane, 4Lh floor, Frankfort. Kentucky
40601. Phone 502664-3410
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HOSPITAL

SPRING CREEK HEALTH CARE
SKILLED NURSING & REHAB CENTER

CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANTS
Spnng Creek Health Care Facility & Rehab
Center located in Murray. Ky. has openings for Certified Nursing Assktants. If you
are not certified arid have a passion for
working in a skilled nursing & rehab center
MCCH will provide the certficabon training,
Openings are for full time and part-time on
2nd and 3rd shifts. MCCH offers an excellent benefit package. If you are interested
in applying you may send your resume to

Human Resources
Murray Calloway Ccunty Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: (270) 762-19CW
e-mell: lifoley0rnurrayhospitai.org
visit our web site at
www.murrayhoopitalorg
Equal OppoMmtly EmpOyer

AIMS
is currently accepring applications for rts
Summer Program being held Mey 23. 20i0 June 30, 2010 Appticaticns may ba picked up
in room 240 of Blacklcurn
APelication deadline is December 23, 2009.
Skills needed Residential Advisors and
teacher positions in the following areas Math,
Foreign Languages, Science Research.
Calculus. Tngonometry, Geometry, etc
Interviews will be conducted following
Chnstmas Break
Kalyn Gerisic
909-3404
kalyn.genslcOmurraystate.edu

mittikom
From the Family of Roy Steele
We would like to thank the York
Funeral Home for being so good to us in
,pur time of grief.
. A special thank you to Kevin Green
and Keith Steele for officiating the
funeral.
We would also like to thank our
friends for the beautiful flowers and
support. Also Oak Valley Church of
Christ for the wonderful meal.
. A special thank you to the pallbearers
. whom Ray thought so much of.
Thank You
We Love You All!
Linda Steele & Family

RN - Full Time - Days IA - F
RN - Full Thne- Afternoons M - F
We offer competitive wages and an exceiten
benefit package Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at BrItthavon of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
EDE, AAE
N PH
- A
P

Driver needed Must
be at least 25 years oid
with no tickets
3yrs.
753-2749 Call after
6prn
ACCOUNTS receiv
able/customer sevice
clerk Full-time
with
benefits Send resume
to PO Box 1040-M

Notes

DISCLAIMER
GET THIS 1 X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MON1'H
*CALL 753-1916
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8 Times will be
:{esponalble for only
;sine Incorrect Meer::: non. Any error
should be
..:reported
*telly so corrections
can be made

LARGE German
Shepherd
Unneutered male
2 years old
Worn black leather
collar wiciut tags
Found in Old Newburg
Road / Irvin Cobb
Road f Hwy 732 area
Currently at Animal
Shelter

0

ail

•

When aci.essing the
"help wanted- section
on OW L lassifieds
wetmage at
murra!)ledger com.
,,ou will be redirected
to jotinerwork corn
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this webete
IloweNer. as a national
*thane. not all listings
on thr iohnehvort corn
are placed through
the Murras Ledger
& Times Please call
if .,ou
i
have ant,
que,tions regarding
the Murray area
µ4,'map Thank you

THE Murray Ledger & Times conselers its sources
reliable. but inaccuracies do occur Readers using
this information do so at their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to tie reputable. The Murray Ledger &
Times. nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever tor their acirvitKis

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society
is looking for a lull-time
Administrative
Assistant to work in our
West Kentucky State
Marketing
office
This position
wil! work 40 hours a
week. M-F and offers a
competrtive wage plus
a generous benefits
package
including
health, dental.
vision, 401k, paid
vacation
and
sick

Qualified candidates
must possess strong
computer skills and
previous
experience is preferred Recent college
graduates are wel,
come to apply
If you are interested in
this professional position with a quality
pany
that haS been in business
since
1890,
please npLity on-1tne at
anvw.woodmen.org or
contact
Greg
Robertson at
270-753-4382.
WOODMEN OF THE
WORLD LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNI-

re

EMPLOYER

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

Handbags & Jewelry It, ei
Booth /66
•New items added weekly•

III

Trends &Treasures Mall

•

•
'•
•ei

Old Uncle Jeff's Buildi
•
••••
•

Netalllentied

Help liftentee

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currentty
accepting applications
for full-time and parttime days and afternoons LPN positions
We also offer an
excetlent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky Appry
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 841 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

PT custodian position
available
Flexible
hours Make inquiries
send resume
First
Presbyterian Church
1f301 Main St Murray
KY 42071
270-753-6460

FWei°d
Firewood 101' sale S40
nck. delivered
4
1 L
E.
tillidcare
77
-" 492-8266
Firewood 293-2487.
AGNES'S
Cleaning
Service. Residential,
Business
Experienced,
referBABY Grand Pianos
ences available Call
black,
white
for estimate InsureKI &
mahogany. very nice
Bonded 556-4287
S4.600 • tax delivered
DEPENDABLE
A
437-4432
affordable cnildcare
436-2102. 293-9794
homes For See
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR'?
DO
YOU
12 x 65 2BR 1 bath.
NEED YOUR HOUSE
nice house. $4.500.
CLEANED?
includes move and set
270-293-5806
up. 270-994-1595.
WILL sit with elderly.
2001 Patnot 16x80
Have references
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding,
270-227-5069
Northern insulated.
nice. (270)489-2525

DO you love worldng
with Odds?
Wee Care Enterpnees
may be iust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apoly at.
Wee r,are
109 S. 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Piaza Lodge. Apply in
person atter 7:00PM.
No phone cairs.
MAINTENANCE TechCampus Suites. PT
position - Student housing property seeking
qualified individuals
Basic
maintenance
knowledge, HVAC c,ertrfication,
plumbirg/
etectrical knowledge.
pool expenence a plus,
computer knowledge.
Flotate on-call shifts.
Comparabie pay and
benefits. Fax resume
to 270-767-1814. EDE.
Amoid & Sons is
currentty seeking Foe;
Desk
Customer
Service
Representatives at BP
Truck Stop. Murray
Position includes cash
register
operation.
assisting customers &
providing
excellent
customer
service
Compeetive pay, 401k
and tuition reimbursement. Please apply at
2185 US Hwy 1341N..
kAurray or print application
at
www.maxtuei net. EOE
NEED temporary help
with odd lobs. Some
medium to heavy lifting. 781-0133
PART-TIME car-wash
attendant,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,
Monday Must have
some
mechanical
skills. Retirees welcome. 573-380-4504
PRESCHOOL
DORECTOR
Kingdom Kids
Learning Center.
licensed preschool, is
now receiving applica _
bons for a Dtrector
Training will begin
April 1st, 2010.
Preschod located al
Metairie Baptist

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repagsbpgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUrTARS,
AMPS & PEDALS
(270333S-4092

2 Rockford Fosgate
10' subs and Planet
Audio amp
400w,
ported box and wiring
inctuded. S250.00.
(270)227-8900
GIRL'S Trek 25" bike,
stereo tmlbt/speakers,
Triumph/mg hard top,
small TV's. Call 7537927 after 6:00 pm
HOLIDAY fruit & vegetables by the case.
Whotesale pnces.
270-227-4259
OFFICE Moving Sale
300 Maple St Suit.
Mor-Fn 9 00-5 00
Supplies. equipment,
dividers, desks, chairs,
(NEC

REGULATION Bumper
pool table, coin clot
accessible. S775
270-227-7268.

F0( TOM olorrnstiur
c.all Director Dorothy
K. Rogers
t270) 753-8698

EXPERIENCED meat
cutter Apply at Munay
Say-A -Lot. 805 S 12th
St

Howes For Rent
LARGE 3BR
753-6012

$295

1 BR for rent all utill
ties cable, Internet,
w/d, &265/mo, no pets,
non-smoking
759-4335
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR Apt. some utilities
paid. no pets
S27Wmo. 767-9037
1BR, 1BA

$350
2BR

apt. w/c1

townhouse w/d

S455
Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex in city
Excelient pnvacy Just
redecorated
New
heating & air equipment Wid hook up
willing to tut t ,t,lt w d
Stove.
refrigerator
included. No pets
&465irno
270-767-1176
2BR duplex. C/H/A,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

LARGE
. SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
• WARD ELKINS

2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

(770)753 1713

413R, C/H/A. all appliances Coleman RE
7c
b

ChUrCel

entranieurreyletlaitri*
r

• ;it,,
10

tat

180 Massey Ferguson
tractor. new paint gas
power steering. new
tires. 500 Ford diesel
tractor, power steenrig,
new paint. 3600 Ford
tractor, diesel. power
steering, new tires,
new paint. We clo
espairs & painting
Walker's Equipmeni
270-623-6363
270-705-2907

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large oeck
with great view 'ND,
refngerator,
stove.
Very
quiet All utilities pad
including
electnc
S800/rno plus deposit
270-492-8211

Equal 0990rTunIty

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 44W Dirge. 2BR,
1 5 batn, garage, ali
appliances,
C/H/A
water, sewer. and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed
6675 mo
293-7404

Fer Runt

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
wrth all appliances
inciuding washer &
dryer Call
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085

284 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
2BR bnck, appliances
furnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308.

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electnc bill,
water,
trash. and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer. Only

28R, 18A. CHA,
Appls. W/D hook-up,
quiet country, no pies
Call after 5. 227-4113
2BR, stove & refrigerator dw, w/d hook-up,
C,1-l/A. S350/mo, 1 yi.
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174.

S550/mo.
You won't hod a nicer
or cleaner apartrnenti
(2703492-6211

3- 4 BF1 brick, J&C1.122i
tub. hardwood, gas
logs, remodeled, nonsmoking. no pets.
567Sirno 759-4335,

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled on
campus, C/HiA, W&D,
$600 water. sewage
trash furnished no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities. Quiet,
What you've been
looking for. $440
deposit.
(2701978-0913
NEAR University:
Extra large 2E1FI, apt.
with very lame living
room, all appliances
Included., washer
dryer. Lots of closet
space, Central sloe.
heat
end
air.
S 3 50/d•poslt,
$350/mo.
270-7534560. 8am to 5pm
Mon thru Sat tor
appointment.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouct3ers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD el -800-648-6056

3BR, 1 -Bath in cfty,
stove, refrigerator furnished, W&D hook-up
1270)753-7522
3BR. 1 -1P2 bath. newly
renovated.
1517
Glendale, $7501m0.,
no pets Call eller
4:00p.m.
(270)554-3457
3BR, 1BA Central gas
heat, 1 year lease *eh
references, no pets,
106 S. 1Wi, S550/nxi
(270)519-2699
HOUSE wen garage
tor rent in Hazel, KY
must have references
1450 morth saso
security
(270)978-7441
SMALL 2BF1,
mile
from city limits Deposit
& Lease Nc pets
$425
753-6156
WATERFRONT
For
Rent, 211R, 2BA. completely furnished More
into go to www hamlintakereltreatky com or
436-5091

1
1
1
1
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SPACIOUS 3BR, 2BA
close
to
campus,
includes maior appliances, wood. tile & carpet hoonng. Allow cats.
270-293-2707

Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 4207I
One and Two
Bedroom Aparunentr
271053-85Sr
TDDI-8119-545-11133
Ext. 123

"AFFORDABLE"
ma Under .
Designer Inspired
A i

MAX

020

CASH REWARD
LOST Female black &
tar miniature pincher
dog. weanng teal blue
coilar. blue & yellow
tags, left leg injured. in
vicinity of Broad &
Vine, name is Abby
227-4045

BAGS & BUNG

MURRAY-CALLOVVAY
COUNTY

MOUS/ S1RLE T
FURNtSHINC;S
401 MAPLE CT
127th 7c1

•
•
•#1141 -

••••••••••••••
•••••0•111...
••••••••••••
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murvay, KY 42071
Or cal; 2701 753-1918
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Properly Locations Property
$1
Sewn Street Puryear 1N
-hoperty r2 13345 Hey 641
.,-rea, TN Property ft 110 S
Seeei Pans TN

14

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUCTION WILL BE HELD ON
THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT
221 SMITH STREET
PURYEAR TN
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT
2 00 PM REGARDLESS
OF PINCE
EACH PROPERTY wILL BE
SOLD SEPARATELY THEY
WILL NOT BE OFFERED IN
COMBINATION ''

ATTENTION: INVESTORS - FIRST TIME NOME BUYERS
REAL ESTATE PROPERTY l' 221 South Street Pary0111., TN
,
•
Horne Featur qg 1 F u* Bath 2 Hal' Barns L,ing Room Eat ir Ichen w Nice Cat,ets
Tor Stove & Side By Side Refrigerator Orley Area Nice Carpel Central Heat &
Hardwoor
Floors Bonus Room & Detached 1 Ca,Garage
PROPERTY 2'13345 nem MI Ptintier.IN. 4 Bedroom 1 7 Batts Bridi Horne reatu,Ing
Liv ng Room La•ge Ktchen Central Heat & Al, littltIV Area ktached Carpon Covered Front &
Bad, Porches & Rea, Deck
PROPERTY 3' 110 S.POOR SEW Plfigitl. Partially Renovated 2 Bedroom 2 Bath Horne
Featunng New Laminate Foor,ng New Shower Stal. Tolet & Pedesta Sink In One 01 The Baths
Basement UNA), Area Some New Light Frhoes & Paint Large Covered Front Por,,, & Concrete
Walkway Stuated On A 611140 Lot Home Has Great Pt-Nei-la'
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down Day 01 Sale &dance In 30 Days Buyer W Be Reou,red To
SKr A Lead Based Paint Waiver Make Your Inspections Pnor To Day 01 Salti 'A 10', Buyers
Prarreum Will Be Added To Fnal Bid Price And included In The Contact Price

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell

& AtenoN

SATURDAY, NOV 21 - 10AM
Sale Site: Lot in front of Richie
and Reggie's Restaurant on
Hwy 22 in Dresden, TN

Storage Rentals
%fur,. I eJgrt
14.11P•IPS

I Alt
011tr

2005 Ford Escape.
77.000 mdes. sunroof.
CD changer_ electric
start.
new
tires
$7,900 270-978-1973
05 Nissan Sentra SE-R
Spec V Sedan 4D.
blue. 6-speed, 43k
miles $9.750 Call
270-559-5153

ran

Commerical Prop For Rent

03 Cadillac
CTS.
loaded. 143k mules.
runs great. Perfect ftrst
car $6.500 293-5055

COMMERCIAL building for lease Free
standing building with
parking Great location
tn Murray $350,per
month Available 12/1
Call now 615-478-4724
761-0133

AKC Shih-Tzus vet
checked, first shots, 1
male 1 female $350400
(270)851-3943
1270)908-1961

CHIHUAHUA
pups
$100. Papillon male
pup S125. Welsh Corgi
female pup. $150 270748-5575.
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858

Trucks, tractors, cars, John Deere and
International equipment, hay balers,
trailers, hay equipment, field equipment, welders, construction equipment, tedders, all kinds of farm
equipment and much, much more!

FULL blooded, 8wks
old. German Shephard
puppies First shots
and wormed $125
293-1745
GERMAN Shepherd
puppies $250-ea
Yorkie puppies,
lemalesS500.
male.'S400.
vacinated.
(270)247-5799
(270)748-5909

To consign your equipment, can Marshall at
4 0

731-364-3507 or 731-588-4477

Yard Sale

Taking consignments up until sale time.
GARAGE SALE

71414444111 Arsedertoetee

4437 641 S

Auctio22%
.
1
JUST PASS

450 Anderson Rd • Dresden, TN
Visit our website for pictures and more info!
www.marshallandersonauction.com
Lic. No. 1409 Firm Lic. No. 4611

MIDWAY ON LEFT,
SATURDAY
8:00-2 00
Lots of everything.

AUCTION

1997 Chrysler Town &
Country, me/wheel-chair
lift $2.000 OBO
293-5466
1976 Triumph TR6.
yellow. 83K miles.
$12.100. Call
270-227-7268.

GARAGE SALE

We will be selling 21+- Acres in 4 tracts.
Property selling @ 12:00PM

800 N. 19TH ST.
FRIDAY &

D 14 Tractor, plows. 8' disc. 6' blade. 5' JD hushhog pond
scoop. 4 wheel wagon, sickel mower. 2 kettle. cherry pick
er. hand tools. side grinder, sander, sockets. logging tongs.
extension ladder. 2 HP air compressor, Black & Decker
Radial arm saw. Scroll saw. Lathe, Singer sewing machine.
6 legged table. trunk. fans. R-I3 insulation. Craftsman %Ise.
Wilton vise. Eclipse vise, chains crosscut saw wood swing,
and other tools.
There is some glassware and other collectibles,
keep watching our WEB SITE.
SELLING Property, with Grey's Properties
10c; down day of sale, balance in 30 days with deed.
t
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Chavis Real Estate & Auction

Tomni Chavis, Broker- Auctioneer License P2521
www.chavisauctions.com
304 N. 12th Street, Murray, KV
270-761-SALE (7253)or Cell:(270)705-4479

SATURDAY

Lots of ladies tops
sues Ig-xlg. coffee
table, Misc

YARD SALE
94 W LYNN GROVE
METAL BUILDING
AFTER
RESTAURANT &
GAS STATION
PAST INTERSECTION ON RIGHT.
SATURDAY
8:00-3:00
Dresser. dryer. lawn
mower. toys, candles. knick knacks.
clothes. computer.

260
Storage Rentals

A&F VVarehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

XX \lin ist

tee

All sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
tniegy radio station

75 -8359 759-9854

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St.

e 1111 •SHIlt WI,Anil

111

Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

1

1211ake Property
LAKE LoT
BLOW-OUT
SALE,
2 ACRE LAKE
LOT
OH FREE
BOAT SLIPS!
Just
S24.900
was
559,900

Located on 160,000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky
Enjoy swimming pool,
walking trads. private
park. more
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3348. kylakesale.com
460
Homes For Sale
11,000-SQ.FT. home in
country. 6BR, 6BA
indoor pool. gymnasi•
um. (26' tall ceiling).
5acres lake. lots of outside decks. 5 acres up
to 90acres 559-2032
2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3.5BA, see it
online at.
2007calumetwaycom
767-0106
2BR,
2BA
2-car
garage. brick. excellent
neighborcondition &
hood 1402 Catalina
Dr . Murray Reduced
$120.000 obo
978-1644
3BR, IBA investment
rental
house 713
Sycamore,
Murray.
$550 gross monthly
rent. $60.000 obo.
978-1644

WILL trade 1984
Bronco II, 4wd automatic pick up truck or
car Fluns good 52°827-1128
1987 Dodge Dokota
6cyl automatic. new
tires.
runs
good
Perfect work truck
Clean title Sell or
trade S900 obo
270-978-9034

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

*Become Dietary
Manager taverage
annual salary $40.374)
in eight months in
online program oHered
by Tennessee
Technology Center at
Elizabethton Details
WW1* tIcelizabethlon ed
1-888-986-2368 or
mail
Patricia roatkvincelizarethlun edu
*DIVORCE wdh or
without Children
$95 00 with FREE
name change documents (wile only) and
marital settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24hrs
7days 1-888-789'3198
•One order, One
check. One smart
move, Save time and
money by making one
call to place a 25-word
classified in 70
Kentucky newspapers
tor only $250 For
more information. contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
AUTOMOBILES
*Automotive Parts
Swap Meet & Car
Sale All Make &
Model- All Indoor- 700
spaces NOVEMBER
29. Indiana State
Fairgrounds.
Indianapolis. IN 8am3pm Info 708-5634300
www SuperSundayindy
.com
BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Get Dish -FREE
Installation- $19 99 mo
HBO & Showtime
FREE- Over 50 HD
Channels FREE
Lowest Prices- No
Equipment to Buy' Call
Now tor Details- 1-877238-8412
FOR SALE

753-1816 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Home Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric,
19si,
24 HOUR SERVICE
Res . Com & Ind
1..kerotal
All 'ohs or quail

**•DISH Network
$19 99,mo, Why Pay
More For TV9 100.
Channels FREE 4Room Install FREE
HD-DVR Pius S600
Sign-up BONUS Call
Now 1-866-240-3844
HELP WANTED
*Able To Travel Htring
eight people. no experience necessary,
transportatoon & lodging furnished. expense
paid training. Work,'
Travel entire US Start
immediately www protekchemical com Car
1-410-800-3614

farads ages I I 34 Call
Mon-Fri 18001282.1384
•PamTime. HomeBased Internet
Business Earn $500
$1000' month or more
Flexible hours Training
provided No selling
required FREE details
www k348 com
•Spencerian College
ILexingtoni seeks
adiunct instructors and
full-time Department
Chair in the Allied
Health program
Requires Bachelor's
degree. three years
industry experience
and relevant certifications. leaching experience required for Chair
position Winter quarter begins January 4.
2010 Send resume to
kwhalen spencerian.e
du EOE
•Spencerian College
(Lexington) seeks
adiunct instructors In
Electronic Engineering
Requires Bachelor s
Degree and three
years electronics or
equivalent military
experience Teaching
experience preferred
VVinter quarter begins
January 4. 2010
Send resume to
ipetersiespencerian ed
ECE
INSTRucTIONAL
.ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
'Medical. 'Business.
•Paralegal.
'Accounting •Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
II qualified Call 866460-9765
www CentruaOnline co

*FREE HEAVY
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR TRAINING Msist
be LAID OFF,
Collecting
Unemployment Of
exhausted benefits
Funding Thru STATE
WIA Program AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866280-5836
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
•Ky Health Training
Certified Clinical
Medical Ass,stant. EKG
Technician. Nurse Aide
Training. Phlebotomy
training LexingtOn &
Georgetown Day.
Night, Weekend classes. 859-963-2901. 888274-2018
www nurseaidetrainingcenter com
LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE

*Medical Assistant
Learn on the lob Good
pay/ benefits. 30 days
vacation, yr $ for
school No exp OK HS

•West Kentucky Select
Bred Heifer Sale. 140
Heifers and Bulls.
www.ca.uky edu.,bredheifer Saturday.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

BRUSH &
HAMMER

753-9562

Saturday, November 21 • 10 a.m.
1815 Carl Bailey Road, Murray,

•. , , , .„, ,„‘, „,. „. ,
L

14. 15 16 inch
mounted

BEAGLES for sale. Tricolor. around 2yrs. old.
running dogs. $200
each. 270-293-1862

EQUI1PMENT
CONSIGNMENT SALE'

I

USED TIRES

REn-ESTATE

DALE HARRIS. 11110KER/AUCTIONUR •TL SSW_ 161124
MICHAEL HARRIS. BROKER/AUCTIONEER •If eld37 .1111991
13
KENNETH HARMS REALTOR/AUCTIONEER
VASS st RI -45 North • Slisfir Id. kl 42066
,....,,.. h„,,,...;sanctions
•'
of 6965 Pendinike ltd • Molokai.ilk KY 0.240 """"**'""'""
-'
41)111
A Leo*ie LaiIliallusim
270-.247-3253 * B00,380-4318
"Awlta*aaAeaa1 Auclamers"

I

1

111133Asito Parts

Call 753-5606

Visit Us On The Web. www.harrisauctions.com

HARRIS

1994 Yamaha Motr
350 with hoist, $1 800
270-474-2371

Starting at S20

Ave • 753-3853

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Instde climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
.sate a clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

N4)14' OPIP,N
MBC STIBRAIGIE
1.ticaletr beherml-MtHrtn,
Bustikok Colter on
• Huy 6-11 Noah.
'
70-753'-2905
AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
orrwr 121 S. & 14rndek
10X101.25 111‘15 S40
12701 436-2524
12701 293-6906

7 acres with 1470
house trailer & horse
barn, set up to board
horses. (270)869-4653

SPECIAL!!!
This

1x1.5

could be yours
for ONLY S85
per month
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

tines

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

rt

We Otter:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

3 HOMES IN
HENRY CO. Tlkif
LOCATED IN
PURYEAR &
PARIS. TN

Xturra‘

3BR. 2.5BA. brick,
2,800« sq. ft.. 5 years
old, 5 acres. Lynn
Grove area. 435-4687
ENERGY saving new
home. 2.244 sq.ft.
under roof, 3BR, 2BA.
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete drive,
patio & front porch. no
city taxes. S8,000
rebate. first time buyers. 210-3781,
559-2032
NEW 2,100sq ft 2BR.
2BA, 2 car garage.
county gaswater in
Murray, hilltop acre
$144,000
270-519-8570

New 24
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
SBG Real Propertt,
ProfessionaLs
293-7872

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-514 I A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
iunk & tree work.
ALL carpentry construction. Remodeling.
additions. all home &
mobile home repairs.
metal, roofs, decks.
much more. LarryNimmo 227-0587.
753-2353.
ALLIANCE
TREE & LAWN
CARE
PROFESSIONALS

4BR.
RENOVATED
'IBA home near hospiBeautiful hardtal
woodaile floors. sun room. basement, appliances. new C41/A,
2.200 sq ft $8.000 first
buyer
ttme
home
rebate 270-761-1317
S89,500
We Buy Houses!
Immediate
Debt Reliefl
Selling an Estate'
In Foreclosure?
Local Horne Buyers
Can Help!
No Coat To You
No Equity OK
761HOME.COM
1270) 761-HOME

• Repairs • Decks
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

%trek!,

Iseu.ii plckups
•localb 01,4 INA.iperated

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 CR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
CHADWICK Catering
Ready to serve your
celebration needs
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270)492-8266
DRYVVALL repair &
painting
Free estimates 270 873-9916

FREE
fr"ICK UP
Scrap aopsances
1-ssal Storm

270-293-5624

pressure washed

REAL ESTATE
•LAKE LOT BLOW
OUT SALE' 2 1,..fe ItiMot
lot with FREE boat
slips, Just KA 900
(was $59.900) On
160.000 acre feCti'
ational lake in
Kentucky Enioy
ming pool. walking
trails, pnvate park
more Excellent tinanc
ing Call now 1 80°704-3154 x 3351
kylakesale com
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•BIH Trucking
Company Driver
Trainees Needed, No
COL- NO PROBLEM,
Earn up to $900 week
Company endorsed
CDL Training Job
assistance Financial
assistance 888-7805539
*DRIVERS COL-A
Flatbed Up to 40CPM
Home Time Benefits
OTR Experience
Required Nc felonies
Top Earner $69 000
Camer since 1928'
800-441-4271 sKY-100
•FREE CDL CLASS-A
TRAINING Must be
LAID OFF. Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted benefits
Funding thru STATE
VVIA Program Must
meet hiring
Requirements of Maior
Trucktng Companies.
Financing options
tuition reimbursement
also available TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
866-244-3644
*IMMEDIATE NEED'
Regional & OTR positions available NOW'
CDL-A w tanker Reda.
Outstanding pay &
Benefits' Call a
recruiter TODAY' 877,184-3061 www oakleytransport com
•PTL OTR Drivers
NEW PAY PACKAGE,
Great Miles, Up to
46cpm 12 months
expertence ,equired
Nu felony or DUI past 5
years 877-740-6262.
www ptlanc.cont
*WTI TRANSPORT
Flatbed Carrier cf
Choice tor 0.0 s &
Company Drivers
Wanted. Highly r'-',41vateci. professional
flatbed drivers. Offering
freight & stability. Great
Pay Benefit Package.
Call 800-828-6452
www wtitransport com

THE Murray Ledger &
Tomes considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledge, & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their

& stained

(270)436-2228

idtc

759-1151 •291-2783
293-2784

ti*

HamiltOn Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt12191.

753-8087
Tyler Murdock • 291-1'722
Display Hours. 11:00-3 30

•Lacensed &
Insured
•Stump Removal
•Leave your yard
rut free
(270)970-1701

• Painting • Fix-it s

Nuve,• ,b, . • 12
KY TN UP
Gutt,rie
1 11;09,1
"1 4'

Leaf
Vacuum
Service
Carbsdie or
cle.i

tree
LEAF
work, stump grinding
Licensed & Insured
437-4407
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATiON repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential & commercial Locally ()weed &
293-2357
operated
435-4049
Simmon s Handymar
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don. Murray area
519-85,70

R&R
CONSTRUCTION
Clay Ryan
•New Homes
•Anditions -Garage,
.
•Decks *Pole. Bams
•Laminate *Soften
•Vinyl Siding •Windcws
•••1,1f• 'A"Irl, *IA r4w9.14
293-0234
293-1681

Aldrklge MeCulaton
Rooting Co.
tS.. years exp.
Licensed contractor
Free Estimates
1270)293-4020
1270)293-1924
WEST
Callowa
County
Development
*Track hoe
dozer
backhoe work & septic
systems top soil &
gravel for s,tie We
build VOI/ a Home to
Sutte void Needs
270-210 3781
,',•0 659 2032

WEST KENTUCKY
LAWNSCAPES
Express Leaf
Flemoval
Free Estimates
(270) 227-8414
yEAHH1
Tree
Sersitce
Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227 0267

oi female Coliie
Austr<ik:r1 shep6eni
Oltx
d g00(1 home
'
,
43

N.11111,11,
;it!

Call us we will tre
glad to help.
Murray Ledger
& Times
270-753-1916

•
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ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION
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812 Whttnell Ave • 753-3853
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PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
erupt* cernate control
storeys
•Secenty warmed
•Sate & dean
•We see boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls,
753-9600

ATTENTION: INVESTORS- FIRST ME NOME BUYERS

MAL &NATI • inlaelirellenaellielleetearmate.A We 3 Saco. WEI Vey
Moine Feels:VS 1 hi bet 2 ile bee, Uwe Roark &HI Mow eit Nics Clone
Seem
foe Sae a Sei Ily elde Rereasser, Utley Ana. Mos Cape Cove Hew l ea Hammed
Room Bees Ikea e Deeded 1 Cw Games
flKieleMILlaafeAreleThleteseellei fienreere 1 e Bee end ewe Fomere
Lena gook Large Mem Gee Hie & kir Ale Area. emenie Carport Carew Font s
Back excess it Rev DNS
P4211111r_illibikierdasiXt %Val Fhlrhee1812 2 %Own,2 WO"CM,
Felellfflic NM U111110 ROCS11104111110/11 91411/111Widelli SUP In 001101 The &ell
561111M•111, Lee Area areal fee uele Rom I Pak Lave C.oierse Front Porch a Ceram
mama audal On A MHO'Let Mae Wstima Peleresi,

Nes
COMMERCIAL bued
ing tor lease Free
standing balding Mb
parldog. Greet location
in Murray 1350/pee
month Available 12/1.
CaN now 615-476,-4724
761-0133

.
tp
Ito 1‘‘ guti 1 %; %I.!
In

tLAWIIIIIIIIIINMIIIIr
Viet OS Ott The Web. we/whirr,

ns 1-11 I..

AKC Shet-Tzus, Vire
checked, first shots, 1
male, 1 female $350400. (270)851-3943
(270)908-1961

•

BEAGLES for sale Tricoke. around 2yre old,
running dogs, $200
each 270-293 1862

LOT
.. 11)\11..\ I
C.0\SIGNNII-Altik1-1.•

CHIHUAHUA
OuPel
S100. Papiliion mate
pup $125, Wial0 Cong
lerneie pup, $150. 27°748-5575.

SATURDAY9 NOV 21 - 10AM
Sale Site: Lot in front of Richie
and Reggie's Restaurant on
Hwy 22 in Dresden, TN

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858
FULL blooded, Birks.
old, German Shepherd
puppies.. First shots
and wormed. $125.
293-1745

Trucks, tractors, cars, John Deere and
- International equipment, hay balers,
-.trailers, hay equipinent. field equipment, welders, construction equipment, tedcicrs, all kinds of farm
equipment and much, much more!

GERMAN Shepherd
puppies $250-ea.
Yorkie puppies,
Pernates/$500,
rnate/S400,
vecinated.
(270)247-5799
(270)748-5909

To consign your equipment, call Marshall at

731-364-3507 or 731-588-4477
AreArassee misodeseest
1
---...,_>
Auctions
G.,,
450 Anderson Rd • Dresden. TN
Visit our website for pictures and more info!
www.marshallandersonauction.com
Lic. No. 1409 Firm Lic. No. 4611

AUCTION
Saturday, November 21 • 10 a.m.
1815 Carl Bailey Road, Murray, KY
We will be selling 21+- Acres in 4 tracts.
Property selling @ 12:00PM

GARAGE SALE
800 N. 19TH ST.
FRIDAY 8

D 14 Tractor, plows, 8' disc, 6' blade, 5' JD bushhog pond
scoop, 4 wheel wagon, sickel mciwer, 2 kettle, cherry picker, hand tools. side grinder. sander, sockets, logging tongs,
extension ladder, 2 HP air compressor. Black & Decker
Radial arm saw, Scroll saw, Lathe, Singer sewing machine.
6 legged table. trunk, fans. R-13 insulation. Craftsman vise.
Wilton vise, Eclipse vise, chains crosscut saw wood swing,
and other tools.
There is some glassware and other collectibles,
keep watching our WEB SITE.
SELLING Property with Grey's Properties
10% down day of sale. balance in 30 days with deed.

SATURDAY
7:00-7
Lets of ladies topS
sizes Ig-xig, coffee
table, rnisc

YARD SALE
04 W LYNN GROVE
METAL BUILDINCil
AFTER
RESTAURANT &
GAS STATION
PAST INTERSECTION ON RIGHT.
SATURDAY
8:00-3:00
Dresser. dryer. lawn
mower, toys, candles, knicie knacks.
clothes, computer

lefirmatem supple,/ is elbow ens

oar, expressed or Implied wRilaur.er
ee-e.vee,
agents,
assel thenaleivek of the Infed *MU
a/i.1 a/1
rnifeallons
lfve MT.!,Cal
:wen bei.aff
ads isse• Me. lelaVy feel ge/ln•
Male kehoseil all leffel"... in
ads is Cela.01.1 Mee SOW.
,
deemed rehab& al, ann....,
mem, de, af %AN, lake, prelsectses, urer presisel reeeenel

Cf..• Real FM. al

LictIon. •tften.

Prospective bidder & Weer. art. edslied

the, leaReCtIve repe.entall..

Chavis Real Estate & Auction
Tommy Chavis, Broker- Auctioneer License P2521
www.chavisauctions.com
304 N. 12th Street. Murray, KV
270-761-SALE (7253)or Cell: (270)705-4479

enimmeirmim•mmene

1

1112111Tosal Esker

A&F
rehoutimg
Near MSU $20-50
753 7668

CAC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-41&I
9 a.m 4 p.m. kl-F

\I
\-Cler e ti pie ‘O.I

'
acres with 14x70
house traitor & horse
oarn. set up to board
horeee (270)869-4853

SPECIAL!!!
'This 1 x1.5

KEY PAINI .
WAREriOUSES
• oo
Ht.121S
elarree. KY .4207,1
.75.3 bete

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 411I ST.
Carer of 121 S & Grail&
ME19 S25 19sld SA
(2711 436-2524
(2791 293-6906

.5t

1

.. ,

bra aided deresreallios
le ask twee or whiting
ear reale based On heron ia
thow protected
Irked kw
el kraals* accept any
kir micese risme
estix
alealwaiel
d

De
at•
NWINbula
For Wier areesee ark Fa
ire= C
restai
n'
446-101:0

Promity
LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
SALE(
2 ACRE LAKE
LOT
W/ FREE
BOAT SUPS!
Just
S24,900
ems
$50,900
Located on 180,000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky
Enroy swimming pool,
walking trails. ornate
park. morw
Exuallent financing
CM now. 1-800-7043154. x 3348. kytakesale.corn
rMILT----ler
11,000-SO.FT. home en
country, 6BFI, 6BA,
indoor pool, gymnasium, (28' tad ceiling),
Sea us lake. lots or outseta decks, 5 acres up
to 90acnits. 559-2032.

could De your*
for ONLY S85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

3BR, 2.5BA, brick,
2,800+ sq. ft.. 5 years
okl, 5 acres. Lynn
Grove area. 435-4687
ENERGY saving 'IOW
home, 2,244 sq.ft
under roof, 38R, 2f3A.
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage, concrete drtve,
patio & front porch. no
ety taxes
$8.000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781,
559-2032
NEW 2,100sq.ft. 2138,
2BA, 2 car garage.
c,ounty gas/water in
Murray, hilltop acre
S144,000
270-519-&570

2005 Ford Escape
77.000 mom, sunroof
CD changer. electric
start,
now
Wm
$7,900. 270-978-1973.
05 Nissan Sentra SE-F1
Spas V Sedan 4D
blue, 6-spmid, 43k
miles $9,750 Call
270-559-5153
03 Cadelac CTS,
loaded. 143k mites.
runs great. Perfect first
car $6,500. 293-5055
1997 Chrysler Town &
Country, w/wheel-chair
lift. $2,000 OM
293-5486
1976 Tnurnph TR6,
yellow, 83K miles.
$12,100 Call
270-227-7268

I

No- J

WILL trade 1984
Brcnco II, 4wd 31./10rnabc led( up truce or
car Runs gooa 520e27-1128

1987 Dodge Dokota
6cyl automaac, new
tees.
runs
good
Perfect work truce.
Ceean title. Sell or
trade. $900 obo.
27J-978-9034

.
.1
- .
IAINe etkelee
falaeur
1 inelet eternL;
'Seel leiltusisrle:
,guarseilt,
753-1816 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Screened Porches
*Garages
-Water & Termite
Darnage
•Decks
•Homei Mobite Home
Repair
436-5517
'YOUR AD
t
El BF
• RF.'FOR .
ONLY 57e 00
MOS II
L '751 lelb
_

Since 9k6
24 Nous saavsca
I Re,. Cora.. & Ind
I Licensed & Insured
I All Jobs - big or small

Grads ages 17 34 Cat
mon-Fn (800)282-1 384

ANNOUNCEMENTS
43ecorne Dietary
Manage, , ver age
ennuai selary /40.3741
eicint months in
erten° pregrarr unwed
Dy Tennessee
Tecnnology Center at
ElizabeIntor Deities
vninv ticalzateentoo rad
u. I -888-906-2368 or
email
patncea roark0ncerizebettiton.01%
•DIVOFICE with Or
%without Children.
$95 00 With FREE
name change dccuments (wife only) and
manta! settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Cab
24hrsi
7claris 1-888-789°198

NM,f a.

t Soo.
Ail ea. ,slaae
Mee
• sawn to
Pelee Fes
Ad, who aria r
.ipi akeatise wry preier•
iiiierion at diScreenna
based co ,are coils vise% .2, Aussie/ tem.liel
ar mend °rept or Wiese weir any mei pair
inilehose se disaleima.
Her . g

2
-1507 Calumet Way
111.1Yvt[ 7
11oft
-. 413R, 3.5BA, see it
onene at:
2007calurnetway.COM
767-0106.
GARAGE SALE
28R,
28A
2-car
4437 641 S.
garage. brick, exceeent
condition & nerghborJUST PASS
hood. 1402 Catalina
Dr., Murray. Reduced
$120,000 obo.
MIDWAY ON LEFT.
978-1644.
SATURDAY
3BR, IBA investment
rental
rouse. 713
8:00-2:00
Sycamore.
Murray.
S550 gross monthly
Lots of everything.
rent. $60,000 obo.
978-1644

Taking consignments up until sale tirne.
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PROPERTY 3 -•1!i' ';
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1994 Yamaha -Mote
360 with hoist $1 81,K.
270-474-2371

NEON BEACH
NUN/ STORAGE

hewn"Lemke.Pew*
r am See Saw" NW* 'h
eirearty ft '334b ire, ai
^woe rii Now"ri • ,:s
Foe Sege rent. re

91.0"'

ATVs

We Offer:
•AM Slate Units
• 2an Sunrelilance
• EMMricity
• Climate Control

".
HENRY CC'. LOCATE ',
PURYEAR %
04plt T,4

. ;#.411111111118ft*:

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
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Murray Ledger & limes

iOne order One
check. One smart
move, Save time and
money by maiong one
call to dece a 25-word
dosseted et 70
Kentucky newspapers
for only $250 For
more information, contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-22'3-9821
AUTOMOBILES
•Autorhotive Parts
Swap Meet & Car
Sale AN Make &
Model- All Indoor- 700
spaces NOVEMBER
29,!edema State
Fairgrounds.
Indianapolis. IN 8arn3pm. Info: 708-5834300
veer* SuperSundeendy
ZOTTI
BUSINESS
SERVICES
•Ge4 Dish -FREE
installation- $19.99./mo
HBO 8 Showfirne
FREE- Over 50 HD
Channels FREE
Lowest Pnoes- No
Equipment to Buy, Cali
NOW for Details- 1-8772e3-8412
FOR SALE
.**DISH Network
$19 99/rno. Why Pay
More For TVe 100.
Channels FREE 4Room install FREE
HD-DVR Plus $600
Sicreup BONUS Call
Nosy' 1-866-240-384-4
HELP WANTED
.A.bie To Tfaneel. Hiring
start people, nO experience necessary.
transportation & lodg
furntshed, expense
paid training. Work/
Trevel entire US. Start
immediately. wvee.proteitchemicel.corn Call
410-800-3614

•Part-Tirne, HomeBased Internet
Business Eam 950°81000e month or more
Nimbi' hours Training
provided No selling
required FREE details
wvew k3413 com
•Spenconan College
(Lexingion) soaks
adjunct instrucIora and
lull-erne Department
Char in the Ailed
Health program.
Requires 13ectietor's
degree, three mars
tredustry experience
and relevant certifications. teaching experience required tor Chair
posotion Winter quarter begins January 4,
2010. Send resume to
kwhalen0epencertan.a
EOE
•Spencenan Coen.
(Letongton) seeks
adiunct hstructors
Electronic Engineenng.
Requires Bachelors
Degree and throe
years electronics or
equivafent military
experience. Teaching
expenence preferred.
Winter quarter begins
January e 2010.
Send resume to
;peters0spencertan.ed
u. E0E.
INSTRUCTIONAL
*ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from leorne
•Medical, 'Business
'Paralegal,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
available Financial Aid
if queened. Call 866460-9755
www CentruaOnene.co

•FREE HEAVY
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR TRAINING Must
be LAID OFF,
Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted benefits
Funding Thru STATE
WIA Program. AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 8662E0-5836
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
•Ky Health Training.
Certified Clinical
Medical Assistant, EKG
Technician, Nurse Akie
Training, Phlebotomy
training Lexington 8
Cieorgetown Day,
Night Weekend classes. a59-963-2901.
274-2018
www.nurseaidetrair
center cam
LIVESTOCK/UVESTOCK FOR SALE

•Mede;al Assistant
Learn on the job. Good
pay/ benefits. 30 days
vacation/ yr $ for
school. No exp OK. HS

-West Kentucky Select
Bred Heifer Sale 140
lieders and Bulls
www ca uky ediebredheifer' Saturday,

FUTRELL'S ree
Serece
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839

BRUSH &
HAMMER

L753-9562_i_
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gLeter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
ALL carpentry core
strucbon Remodeling.
additions. all home &
mobile home repairs,
metal, roofs decks
much mere
Larry
Nimrno 227-0587
753-2353.
ALLISNCE
&
'CAPE
PRO/ Fee:se:311AL',
iteeeeit-e

;'
\1

1I \I: \

weekly & wenn eic
•locally 0.41,-d/operated
790-11.51 • 2934713
293-27S4
ltelele-

teeenite

T301 St..Rt 121N,
-753-80/37 ,

• Painting • Fixers
• Repairs • Decks
preSSure waShed
& staine,d

NO,Sealtle, 2 12 noor
KY-TN Livestock
Guthne. KY Kevin
Laurent 270-365-7541
REAL ESTATE
4.AXE LOT BLOWOUT SALE, 2 acre take
lot Mei FREE boat
Opel Just $24,900
(was $69,900) On
160,000 acre recrealionsi lake in
Kentucky Eripay swwnming pool, walking
trails. pnvale park.
more. Excellent financing. Call now 1-80°704-3154. x 3351
kylakesele.com
TFtUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
43IH Trucking
Company. Denier
Trainees Needed, No
CDt.- NO PROBLEM,
Earn up to $900/ week
Company enoorsed
CDL Training Job
assatance. Finance;
assistance 888-78°5539
•DRIVERS COL-A
Flatbed Up to 40CPM.
Home Time Benefits.
OTR Expenence
Required No lelonles
Top Eamer $69,000
Camer since 1928'
800-441-4271 xKY 100
•FREE COL CLASS-A
TRAPPING Must be
LAID OFF, Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted beriefits
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program. Must
meet fenng
Requirements of Maior
Trucking Companies.
Financing options/
tuition reimbursement
also available. TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
866-244-3644
•IMMEDIATE NE-ED!
Regional 8 OTR posttions available NOW,
CDL-A w/ tanker Req'd.
Outstanding pay &
Benefits! Call a
recruiter TODAY' 8774E14- 3061 www.oakleytranspon.com
•PTL OTR Dnvers
NEW PAY PACKAGE!
Great kitties! Up to
46cpm 12 months
expenence required
No felony or DUI past 5
years. 877-740-6262.
vanw.pd-inc.qorn
ANTI TRANSPORT
Flatbed Carner of
Choice tor 0/0 s &
Company Drivers
Wanted Highly motivated. erotesslonel
flatbed drivers. Offering
freight & stability. Great
Pay/ Benefit Package.
Call 800-828-6452
vninewtitranspoe.com

Services Med

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
SOWCOS reliable, but
inaccuractes do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
tbeir own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Muriay
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

(270) 436-2228
/'''--Pool Table Guy.
20 Years Experience
Poo Tables Bouget. Sold.
Sewed and Moved
731-819-4655

CAOEY PITMAN
WWW PREIAIERARC COM
(270)619-5313
-Certified Portable
•Alurnourn •Stainiess

1.%11,,S I KENILIte
LAWNSCAPI-.5 •

GOT LEAVES?

jrr•ri

itC'e

1270iWO- 17131-

RENOVATED
4BR
IBA norne neer hospi
tat. Beautiful hard
woodetile floors. sun
rooen, easement, appli
ances, new C/HIA
2.200 sq fl $8.000 first
time
h ome
buye
rebate 270-761 -1317
$89,500

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
CHADWICITCaterIng
Reedy to serve your
celebration needs.
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270)492-8266
DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free estimates. 270-873-9916

7:n 221 8411 -

Loaf
Vacuum
SorvIc•

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free est:mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

CuMside or complete
(.749.0n-ups!

753-5726
LEAF Removal, tree
work, stump grinding
Licensed & Insured
437-4407
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION, repair
8 maintenance on
doors 8 operators
Residential 8 commerdal Locally owned 8
operated 293-2357,
435-4049
Simmores Handyman
8 Carpentry Servios
Over 25 years Call
Don Murray area
519-8570

Rea COMM
6 mo old female Coate
Australian shepherd
mix to a good horne
753-0649
WEST
Calloway
County
Development
•Track hoe
dozer.
bacithoe work 8 septic
systems top soil 8
gravel for sale We
build you a Home to
Suite your Needs
270-210-3781
270-559-2e32

tired kelp
Year Bilenteee.

WIvs we wig! to
o hag
Mulf
istiva
ller
270-7531916

